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INTRODUCTION 

~b1ective of the paper 

1. This document has been prepared in the light of dicussions at the 
follow-up subregional meeting on the pr0110tion of intra-Af~ican industrial 
co-operation in the Central African subregion within the framework of the 
Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) held at Bamenda, Cameroon, 
from 28 Boveaber to 2 December 1989. The docment presented to that meeting 
was based on consultations held with the officials responsible for industrial 
co-operation and development in the co\Dltries in the subregion with the 
secretariats of the Economic Co11DUD.ity of Central African States (ECCAS), the 
Central African Customs and Econ~mic Union (UDEAC), the Economic Coaal.Dlity of 
the G:eat Lakes Countries (CEPGL) and other intergovernmental organizations 
dealing wlth industrial develo".'lllent in general. 

Structure and contents of the paper 

2. In geographical terms, the paper covers Burundi, Cameroon, the Central 
African Republic, Chad, the Congo, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Sao Tome 
and Principe and Zaire, all of which are members of ECCAS, plus Angola. The 
period covered by the paper extends from January 1986, the date of the 
Bujumbura meeting, up to June 1989, the date of its completion. In structural 
terms, the paper consists of five chapters. The first chapter contains basic 
information on industrial co-operation in the subregion. The second chapter 
describes the development of the integrated industrial promotion programme 
from the first meeting at Bangui in 1984 to its first revision at the 
subregional meeting at Bujumbura in 1986. It also gives a brief account of 
the priorities sec for the programme and the strategy devised for its 
implementation. The third chapter assesses the current status of the projects 
and analysis the constraints upon their implementation. The fourth chapter 
puts forward proposals for a second revised integrated industrial promotion 
programme. A strategy for accelerating the implementation of the second 
revised programme is the subject of the fifth chapter. 

CHAPTER l 

INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION IR THE SUBREGI~R 

Historical background 

3. The Centra1 African s~bregion is made up of different geo-political 
entities. Out of the 11 counu·ies, four arr. landlocked (Chad, Central African 
Republic, B~nmdi and Rwanda), one semi-landlocked (Zaire), one co\Ultry is an 
island (Sao Tome and Principe), one semi-insular (Equatorial Guinea) and four 
are coastal countries (Angola, Cameroon, Congo and Gabon). This diversity is 
one of the bases for subregional industrial co-operation in that it reflects 
the unequal distribution of the population. According to 1986 statistics, the 
total population of the subregion was 71.3 million ir.habitants divided as 
follows: Angola (9 million), Burundi (4.9 million), Cameroon (10 million), 
Chad (4.7 million), Congo (1.9 mlJ.licn), Gabon (1.1 million), Equatorial 
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Guinea (0.3 million), Central African Republic (2.075 million), Rwanda 
(6.8 million), Sao Tome and Principe (O.l million), and Zaire (30.4 million). 

4. In coanon with the majority of African subregions, Central Africa 
possesses appreciable quantities of aineral reserves: bauxite (Angola, 
Cameroon, Zaire); iron (Angola, Caaeroon, Congo, Central African Republic, 
Chad, Zaire); manganese (Angola, Gabon, Zaire); nickel (Burundi, Zaire); 
copper (Zaire); chroai1m1 (Zaire); cobalt (Zaire); tin (Rwanda, Zaire); 
phosphates (Angola, Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo, Zaire) and oil 
(Angola, Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Chad, Zaire). The subregion also bas energy 
resources such as natural gas, aethane, coal, hydroelectric power, jura~sic 
oil shale, and tar sands. 

5. Agriculture is the mainstay of the economies in the co1Dltries of the 
subregion, employing about 80 per cent of the active manpower. Industrial 
crops and those for export are made up, inter alia, of cocoa, coffee, cotton, 
oil palm, tea, tobacco, bevea, sugar cane, pineapple and banana. Forestry 
activities cover the production of gaboon, ozigo, sawn timber an~ plywood in 
the Congo, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Gabon and Zaire, while 
stockbreeding is much more normal in Chad, Central African Republic and 
Cameroon. The fishing resources of the subregion are virtually 1Dlexploited 
and the fishing industry is only just starting. Most of th-. Central African 
co1Dltries practice single-crop farming intended for export. This makes them 
highly dependent on foreign co1Dltries in the sense that the prices of their 
products are determined on the international market at a level which is 
usually very low and does not enable them to earn enough foreign currency to 
cover imports. 

6. Furthermore, productivity is very low in the agricultural sector on 
acco1Dlt of highly archaic farming methods and inadequate technological, 
institutional and infrastructural support systems. As a result, Central 
Africa cannot cope with its population's steadily growing food requirements 
and is becoming an out and out importer of food products. This situation is 
worsened by the import of such production factors as capital goods, 
intermediate goods and engineering consultancy services. Attent'~n is drawn 
to the non-utilization or 1Dlder-utilization of existing national consultancy 
services. It is thus recoanended that Governments and international 
organi~ations should use these services more, thereby contributing to to their 
development. 

1. The gross domestic product (GDP) of lhe subregion rose from 
$24.9 thousand million in 1983 to $26.l thousand million in 1986. Per capita 
income dropped from $364 to $358 over the same period. Bearing in mind the 
socio-economic crisis of the last few years and the debt burden, it can be 
said, at best, that the economy of the subregion is stagnant. 

Industrial structure 

8. The level of industrialization in Central Africa is relatively low 
compared with its huge natural resources. The following table shows that the 
proportion of the manufacturing sector in the GDP is below 10 per cent in ~~st 
of the cotmtries, with the exception of Cameroon (12.49 per cent in 1987) and 
Rwanda (17.94 per cent in 1987). It is even lower than 5 per cent in 
C01Dltries such as Zaire, Angola And Equatorial Guinea. 

9. The industrial sector of the subregion is dominated by light industries 
producing consumer goods (beer, tobacco, textiles and cigarettes, etc.) and 
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highly dependent on the import of machinery, spare parts and other inputs, 
indeed, even of raw materials. However, the CO\Ultries of Central Africa 
possess major resources which could offer a sowid basis for the development of 
basic industries (metallurgy, engin£ering and chemicals) at both national and 
subregional levels with a view to self-sufficient and self-sustained 
development. 

Table 1 

Share of the manufacturing sector in the gross domestic 
product CGDPl of tentral Africa 

(a) Producti~n in millions of dollars at the constant cost of factors for 
1980. 

(b) Percentag~ of GDP. 

Colllltry 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Angola (a) 76 81 81 94 98 
(b) 2.80 3.00 2.90 2.82 3.00 

Burundi (a) 78 77 80 82 85 
(b) 8.96 8. 72 7.89 8.75 9.53 

Cameroon (a) 927 1 090 1 196 1 251 1 236 
(b) 10.46 10.6.> 11.03 12.40 12.49 

Central Africa (a) 79 81 83 84 87 
{b) 7.68 7.91 7.36 7.21 7.12 

Chad (a) 65 62 65 68 69 
(b) 8.72 8.64 8.53 8.67 8.43 

Congo (a) 116 102 97 127 130 
(b) 5.11 4.29 4.37 9.16 9.08 

Equatorial Guinea (a) 2 2 2 2 2 
(b) 4.70 4.85 4.62 4.61 4.64 

Gabon (a) 237 237 225 208 213 
(b) 6.63 5.97 6.35 7.42 7.58 

Rwanda (a) 175 183 189 194 198 
(b) 15.82 17.79 18.00 18.09 17.94 

Sao Tome and (a) 3 3 3 3 3 
Principe (b) 9.39 9.19 9.35 9.47 9.52 

Zaire (a) 148 143 150 156 154 
(b) 1.51 1.12 1.25 1.35 1.23 

~O:!.U:!:;~: Economic Coamais»ion for Africa, Statistics Division, printout 
1989 (pp. A-25 and A-30) 
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Industrialization strategies and policies 

10. The fact that the countries in the subregion adopted import substitution 
policies and strategies shortly after their independence ought to have enabled 
them to limit their imports of essential cOlllloditles and to reduce their 
dependence on the former metropolitan powers. Experience, however, has shown 
that the situation in the subregion aore than 25 years after the introduction 
of those policies and strategies has not seen any improvement. In most cases, 
socio-economic conditions have worsened. In actual fact, those strategies 
resulted in light industries being set up with total disregard for the 
strategic core industries. "ember States are therefore having to rely aore 
and more on increasing imports of aachlnery and equi119ent, spare parts, raw 
aaterials and other intermediate c~nsllller goods as well as skll~ed labou~. 

11. Furthermore, in order to succeed, emphasis needs to be placed on the need 
to protect import-substitution and vulnerable industries of the subregion, 
taking into consideration the competitiveness of their products in terms of 
standardization and quality control. Production should, however, be geared 
towards meeting the demands of the local aarket, although this may, in some 
cases, limit the benefits of economies of scale and compel some industrial 
plants to operate below their capacity, since nationai markets may be too 
limited. It should also be 1Dlderstood that import substitution ls not a 
panacea for all ills; it involves the outflow of f1Dlds, increas~s the debt 
burden on Member States and fails to promote upstream and downstream linkages 
with other economic sectors. 

12. Subregional co-operation demands a basic structural change and the 
abandonment of a fragmentary approach t~ import-substituion policies. Indeed, 
since none of the countries of the subregion possesses all the natural, 
financial or human resources, or sufficient technological capacities, to 
ensure independent development, subregional industrial co-operation is 
essential to enabling each o~e to derive maximum advantage from the resources 
it possesses and to achiev~ collective self-sufficient and self-sustained 
development. The implementation of a policy of this kind will guar&l'.tee a 
broader market for raw material producers as well as optimal utilization of 
their resources and inst•lled production cap•cities. This approach will 
gradually help to bring about regional economic integration and the 
implementation of measures ensuring industrial develop;nent at the national, 
subregional and regional levels. It should, however, be emph&sized that the 
political will that had motivated the establishment of subregional 
organizations needs to transcend purely national interests, a constraint that 
has been elaborated upon in the appropriate section of the document. In order 
to promote subregional co-operation and to put it properly into effect in 
Central Africa, a number of mechanisms have to be set up. 

Institutional arrangements 

13. Despite the fact that th~ Central African States already constituted 
large groups under French or Belgian administration during the colonial 
period, they bad to await independence before institutions f~r multilateral or 
bilateral economic co-operation could be a£t up. The Central African Customs 
and Econ~mic Union (UDEAC), the Economic Community of the Great Lakes 
Countries (CEPGL) and the Economic Communit• of Central African States (ECCAS) 
are the three most tmportant co-operation iustitutions to have been 
established by the States of the subregion since the early 1960s. 
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Economic Co1111nmity of Central African States CECCAS) 

14. The signature on 18 October 1983 of the Treaty setting up ECCAS was the 
outcome of a long process of negotiation initiated by the "Libreville 
Declaration", a solemn undertaking signed on 19 December 1981 by the Beads of 
State of the countries currently aeabers of ECCAS (Cameroon, Chad, Congo, 
Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Central African lepublic, Burundi, Rwanda, Sao Tome 
and Principe and Zaire) and their counterpart in Angola, which remains an 
observer. The aain objective of ECCAS is to promote the self-sufficient and 
self-sustained econoaic development of the subregion so as to satisfy the 
peoples' needs and reducing the countries' external over-dependence. 
Furthermore, the creation of this Comaunity aet one of the overall objectives 
of CEPGL and UDEA~ that also correspond to one of the aims of the Final 11.ct of 
Lagos: the establlshaent of c011Don subregional markets as a prelude to the 
creation of an African C0111Don aarket. 

15. As reflected in both the Treaty and Protocol IX on industrial 
co-operation, the COllllunity accords high priority to industry. The main 
thrust lies in the establishment of multinational industries based on the 
exploitation of local resources so as to stimulate collective economic 
development. The priority sub-sectors, which are the metallurgical, 
engineering, chemical, construction materials and agro-industries, cannot be 
set up without sustained indu~trial co-operation. Generally speaking, the 
broadening of markets, pooling of resources, harmonization of industrial 
policies and opportunities for adopting a subregional industrial plan are some 
of the factors contributing to an acceleration of the industrial development 
process that are possible within a broader group context. 

Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC) 

16. Set up on 8 December 1964 at Brazzaville (People's Republic of the 
Congo), the Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC) today comprises 
six Member States: Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Central African 
Republic and Chad. It is ~ainly aimed at strengthening subregional 
solidarity, creating a co1111on market, eliminating trade barriers and improving 
living standards of its people. 

17. The Union has undergone a number of cha."lges since it was first set up. 
Revision of the Treaty in 1974 led to the establishment of the Central African 
Development Bank (BDEAC), the Subregional Institute for Statistics and Applied 
Economics (ISEA) and the Higher Institute of Applied Technology (ISTA), and 
was aimed at stepping up industrial co-operation through harmonization of the 
industrial policies of Member States, fair sharing of Community projects and, 
on a more general basis, cc-ordinating of the development programmes for 
different production sectors. The revised Treaty alRo provided for the 
harmonization of development plans so as to put into effect a Co111111unity policy 
for economic co-operation and integration, more especially as regards 
industrialization, agriculture, transport, post and telecoamnmications, 
natural resources, science and technology, and human resources. 

18. To facilitate the implementation of its common industrialization policy, 
UDEAC has set up a number of fiscal, commercial and financial instruments. In 
these instruments are chiefly a single tax, joint agreement o~ investments, 
provisions relating, first, to free movement of persons and right of 
res.".dence, and, second, to the free circulation of capital, the Central 
African Development Bank and the code applying to multinational companies. 
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Economic Coa:munity of the Great Lakes Countr!es CCEPGL) 

19. The Economic Comanmity ~f the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) was set up on 
20 September 1976 and consists of Burlllldi, Rwanda and Zaire. Its objectives 
are to ~nsure, first and foremost, the security of its States and their people 
with a vie~ to ensuring peace and tranquility along their various borders; to 
define, plan and promote the creation and development of activities of co11111on 
interest; to promote and intensify trade and the 11e>vement of persons and goods 
within the coanunity; to co-operate closely in the social, economic, 
c01mercial, scientific, cultural, political, military, financial, technical 
and to·1rist areas, and especially, in the legal, customs, health, energy and 
coamunications domains. 

20. In order to •eet the above objectives, the leaders of the Co1munity had 
adopted •eapures to set up structures that will lead to an integration of the 
three countries' economies and an improvement in their people's standard of 
living. They have also adopted a planning strategy that will efficiently 
110bilize the resources of the coUDtries in the Coaaunity. It will enable 
CEPGL to determine the general policies, objectives and strategies needed in 
order to draw up its own socio-economic plan. In order to provide appropriate 
solutions to problems raised, institutions have been established, specialized 
bodies set up, and joint and comanmity UDdertakings created. Several 
agreements and conventions pertaining to various fields have also been signed. 

21. In order to foster industrial co-operation amonr member countries, 
appropriate mechanisms have been set up and others are \lllder consideration. 
Thus, the Development Bank of the Great Lakes Co\Ultries (BDEGL) was opened on 
9 September 1977 in order to mobilize both internal and external financial 
resources for financing national and multinational economic integration 
projects in the member countries. The Connunity Investment Code was signed on 
31 January 1982. A trade and customs convention was signed on 10 September 
1978. Finally, the convention on the free movement of people, goods, 
services, capital and the right of establishment was signed on 1 December 1985. 

22. The Co1111nmity authorities will soon adopt the CEPGL five-year 
socio-economic development plan, the model status of joint and comm\Dlity 
lllldertaltings, the CEPGL industrialization master plan lllld the protocol on the 
reduction of tariffs on industrial products of local origin. Such specialized 
bodies as the Great Lakes Energy (EGL) and the Agricultural and Stock-breeding 
Research Institute (IRAZ) also contribute to the industrial development of the 
Coaaunity. 

23. All the foregoing points to a will to intensify industrial c~-operatlon. 
Nevertheless, all these co-operation arrangements will have to be based on 
more specific •Ction t~ stimulate economic development while ensuring a 
stronger spirit of interdependence. To this end, the activities of the 
various institutions should be backed up by a constant and actl7e political 
will, without which the initial objectives cannot be achieved. 

the Lagos Plan of Action and the Industr!al Development Decadr for Africa 

24. The basic objective of the Lagos Plan of Action is to promote economic 
and social development that ls integrated, self-sufficient and self-sustained 
at the national, subregional and regional levels in order to meet the key 
requirements of the African peoples. The Plan also gives prominence to the 

I 
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use of economic co-operation at the subregional and regional levels in order 
to achieve this goal. 

25. Industry is given a major role in the Lagos Plan of Action, confirming 
the co1Ditaent to change the existing economic structure, to meet the basic 
needs of the African peoples through the exploitation of their own natural 
resources and to establish an industrial base for the development of other 
economic sectors. The Lagos Plan of Action sets both qualitative and 
quantitative targets for the region, such as a share of at least 1.4 ~er cent 
of world industrial production by 1990 an~ self-sufficiency in the areas of 
food, building materials, clothing and energy. Furthermore, \Dlder the Final 
Act of Lagos, the industrial sector has been selected as one of the priority 
sectors for subregional and regional integration during the current decade. 

26. The industrial aspect of the Lagos Plan of Action is designed to bring 
about expansion of the industries essential to developing the economy, more 
especially the production, storage and processing of agricultural produce, 
transport and COllD\Dlication networks, ore extraction and treatment, and the 
development and exploitation of local energy resources. The Plan thus 
stresses the development of certain core industries such as the metallurgical, 
engineering and chemical industries that could have a beneficial effect in 
encouraging other sectors of the economy. Proclamation of the 1980s as the 
Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) by the African Heads of State 
and Gove~nments constituted a practical step towards attaining the objectives 
of the Lagos Plan of Action. 

27. To translate these aspirations into more specific terms, the Conference 
of African Ministers of Industry, during their sixth meeting at Addis Ababa 
(Ethiopia) in November 1981, adopted a programme for the Decade based on the 
dual principle of self-sufficient and self-sustained industrialization. The 
programme re-affirmed the need to adopt an integrated approach to the various 
industrial activities as well as the need to develop the agro- and agro-based 
industries, metallurgical, engineering, chemical and building materials 
industries. Since none of th• African co\llltries posaess adequate natural, 
human and financial resources nor the technology and physical infrastructure 
suited to industrial development, the programme advocates strengthening 
intra-African industrial co-operation in several fields, including raw 
materials, technology, industrial manpower, maintenance and repair of 
equipment and machinery, and the amplification of existing infrastructures. 

28. At the national level, countries should identify core industrial projects 
as defined in the Decade programme and devote attention, inter alia, to the 
creation of an institutional and basic infrastructure, as well as to the 
development of technological and entrepreneurial capabilities and the 
exploitation of raw materials. Other priority measures to be adopted would 
include a detailed assessment of the financial requirements and the 
establishment of sectoral linkages. At the subregional level, it is essential 
to draw up an industrial complementarity programme for core projects based on 
resource endowments and joint participation in order to optimize limited 
investment resources and take advantage of larger markets. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE FIRST REVISED INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION PROGRAMME 
FOR CENTRAL AFRICA 

29. In the Lagos Plan of Action and the prograaae for the Industrial 
Development Decade for Africa (IDDA), highest priority is accorded to the 
basic industries (metallurgical, engineering &1'1 chemical) as veil as to the 
agro- and agro-based industries. Since it is almost impossible for any 
co1Dltry to develop all its priority industries at the same time, the IDDA 
prograJ1111e recoaaended that industrial co-operation programmes should be dr~wn 
up for the four subregions. 

30. To this end, a aeeting Yll the proaotion of intra-African industrial 
co-operation in the Central !frican subregion within the framework of IDDA was 
held at Bangui (Central African Republic) from 18 to 22 February 1984. 
Organized by UIUOO in co-operation vith ECA, OAU and UDEAC and the Government 
of the Central African Republic, the meeting brought together experts from the 
subregion to examine, identify and select priority sectors and projects suited 
to multinational industrial co-operation. In this con..~ection, an initial 
integrated industrial promotion programme fQr the subregion comprising 20 core 
projects and 13 support projects with a matching strategy for their 
implementation was adopted by the expert meeting and approved by the seventh 
meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry at Addis Ababa 
(Ethiopia) in March 1984. 

31. Two years later, a follow-up meeting was organized at Bujumbura (Burundi) 
from 8 to 10 January 1986 by the United Nation~ Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIOO) in collaboration with the Organization of African Unity 
(OAU), the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the Central African Customs 
and Economic Union (UDEAC) and the Government of Bunmdi. Its purpose was to 
enable experts from the subregion to review the implementation of the initial 
programme and the constraints encout1tered. The experts were also to put 
forward proposals for adjusting the ;rogramme to current needs and priorities 
in the subregion and to indicate the policy, institutional and other measures 
essential to the accelerated realization of the programme. 

32. Besides the experts from Burundi, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Rwanda 
and Sao Tome and Principe, the fo!lowing organizations and institutions were 
represented at the meeting: the Central African Development Bank (BDEAC), the 
Economic Community of Central African States (lCCAS), the Economic Community 
of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), the Central African Customs and Economic 
Union (UDEAC), the Yaoimde-based Multinational Prograaning and Operational 
Centre (MULPOC), the Union of African Railways (UAR) and the Organiz,tion of 
African Unity (OAU). At the end of the meeting a revised integrated 
industrial promotion progra'lllDe for the Central African subregion was adopted, 
containing 25 core projects and nine support projects. 

Priority core subsectors 

33. Moved by the spirit of the Lagos Plan of Action and the United Rations 
Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UNPAAERD), 
both of which accord high priority to agriculture and industry as a sector 
providing both upstream and downstream support for agriculture, the BujWDbura 
meeting decided to revise the initial programme by giving priority to the 
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following core subsectors: metallurgical industry, ~ngineering industry, 
chemical industry, building materials industry an·1 agro- and agro-based 
industries. 

(a) Metallurgical industry 

~be metallurgical industry is the very foundation of any 
self-sufficient and self-sustained industrial development process. It 
establishes upstream linkages by processing the combustible and 
non-combustible mineral resources mined by thP mining industry, and 
downstream linkages by supplying ferrous and non-ferrous m~tals to the 
engineering and other industries that process them. 

As in most ohter African subregions, Central Africa ~ossesses a 
considerable quantity of mineral resources, only a small part of which is 
at present knovn and tbo~t to be economically viable. Furthermore, 
with the exception of oil which is refined on the spot in the producer 
countries (Cameroon, Congo and Gabon), the other mineral resources mined 
underground in the subregion are exported raw and processed elsewhere. 

Developm~~~ of the metallurgical industry is thus imperative for the 
subregion, if the latter wishes to reduce its dependence on foreign 
countries by producing i~on, steel and other metals it needs for its 
industrial development. Given the size of the investments to be made in 
this subsector and the limitation of the national markets, subregional 
co-opei-ati<'n is more than necessary. 

(b) Engineering industry 

The engineering industry is central to any linked economy; it 
builds up inter- and intra-sectoral linkages. Within the industrial 
sector, it uses metals and chemical products stemming from the 
metallurgical and chemical industries and in turn provides them with the 
machinery and equipment they need to operate. The same applies to the 
agro- and agro-based industries which cannot process their agricultural, 
forestry and fishing products without machinery and equipment. 

The rehabilitation and development of agriculture also require 
industrial inputs such as machinery, materials and agricultural 
implements. To this one, should add means of transport and communication 
as well as data processing, which are indispensable to accelerated 
industrial development. 

The bulk of Central Africa's foreign debt is currently due to the 
import of capital goods, machinery and agricultural equipment, spare 
parts and pieces as well as other machinery needed for its development. 
If it is to achieve self-sufficiency in this area, Cenc~al Africa must 
start producing out certain types of vitally important machinery and 
spare parts. 

(c) Chemical industry 

' 

The chemical indu~try produces intermediate goods used in the 
manufacture of other p~oducts, as well as goods for final consumption. 
It makes a direct cont~ibution to meeting basic requirements, supplying 
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fertilizers and pesticides for agriculture, medicaments, s~~ps, 
detergents and disinfectants, and producing construction materials, 
paints, synthetic fibres and many other items needed for housing, 
clothing, transport and food. 

In its quest for self-sufficiency in food and improved health of the 
population, Central Africa should select those multinational chemical 
industries which produce fertilizers and pesticides, pharmaceutical and 
petrochemical products from sources available at the national and 
subregional level. The chemical aubsector projects included in the 
revised integrated industrial prOllOtion progra111e are directed 
specifically toward improving living conditions in the subregion. 

(d) Agro- and agro-based industries 

With "~If-sufficiency in food as one of the prioritiP.s of the Lagos 
Plau of Action and the United Rations Progrm1111e of Action for African 
Economic Recovery and Development, the processing of food products and 
the development of t ie industries based on agriculture assume vital 
importance. Indeed, although th~ structure of the industrial sector is 
dominated by light industries, above all the food industry (beverages, 
cigarettes, leather and textiles), Central Africa only processes a very 
small portion of its agricultural, forestry, stock-breeding and fish 
resources. Hitherto cash crops (cocoa, coffee, cotton, palm oil, hevea, 
sugar-cane, pin~apple, tea, tobacco, banana, etc.) as well as wood have 
been exported at the price prevailing on the world market. This only 
serves to increase the subregion's external dependence since the export 
revenue iR ·ot enough to pay for imports of ca~ital goods, machinery, 
spare parts and, above all, food products such as corn or rice, which 
were not previously part of the food pattern of the populations. In 
order to reverse this trend the countries of Central Africa must 
co-operate in establishing agro- and agro-based industries which make use 
of local agricultural resources. 

(e) Building materials industry 

The building materials industry is instrumental in satisfying on~ of 
the fundamental needs of the population, housing, and in exploiting local 
natural resources. Apart from meeting the requirements of other sectors 
and subsectors, the building materials industry provides construction 
inputs that are not limited to dwellings, but include majo~ 
infrastructural works (dams, irrigation schemes, roads, ai ports and 
harbours). The construr.tion industry literally paves the way for the 
establishment of conditions conducive to socio-economic development. 
This it achieves not only by providing improved facilities, but also by 
generating additional purchasing power through the employment of a large 
labour force. 

The building materials in great demand include brick~, cement, 
natural atone, lime, fine ceramics and cheap glass. Production levels 
for some of these materials are very low. Whereas a few countries in the 
subregion may export cement, others import significant quantities from 
outside the &ubregion. The countries of the subregion po~sess an 
impressive number of quarries (sand, clay, kaoline, limestone, granite, 
pozzolana, travertine, marble, volcanic ash, etc.), the mining of which 
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within the framework of subregional co-operation could considerably 
reduce present dependence on foreign countries. 

Areas and services supporting industrial development 

Agriculture 

34. Although Central Africa is an essentially agricultural subregion, it has 
not yet managed to achieve self-sufficiency in food on accolDlt of the 
rudimentary farming techniques, the international division of labour imposP.d 
on it by cash crops (coffee, cocoa, cotton, tea, etc.) and the persistent 
natural disasters such as drought, desertification and locust plagues. One of 
the causes of food insufficiency in some countries in the subregion is the 
absence of a marketing network. A study should therefore be 1Dldertalten to 
establish a co111110n system for the transportation of basic raw materials, 
especially agricultural produce. 

35. Improvement in the agricultural yields so as to meet the ever-increasing 
demand for food calls for the use of industrial inputs such as agricultural 
machinery, supplies and implements as well as fertilizers and pesticides. In 
consequence, development oi the industries supporting the agriculture of the 
subregion is more than necessary. Furthermore, industries processing and 
preserving farm produce need to be developed so as to reduce food losses and 
diversify consumption. Agriculture is therefore an area of preference for the 
indust~ial development of the subregion. 

Mineral resources 

36. The self-sufficient and self-sustained development of the subregion 
presupposes, inter alia, greater exploitation of the major mineral resources 
and local processing. Inevitably, this will entail development of the 
metallurgical industries which utilize ferrous and non-ferrous ores as raw 
materials, and the engineering industries which have to provide the mining 
sector with mining equipment and machinery. 

Energy 

37. As opposed to some of the subregions of the continent, Central Africa 
possesses major combustible mineral resources. Four countries out of 11 are 
already producing oil (Angola, Cameroon, Congo and Gabon), while major 
reserves have been discovered in Chad. A study condu~ted by the Economic 
Commission for Africa i~ 1979 has assessed the natural gas reserves at more 
than 13l thousand million ml and those of uranium at 58,000 tons. Other 
studies have evaluated the Lake Kivu methane gas reserves in the subregion at 
60 thousand million ml. There are also other equally important energy 
sources such as hydroelectric power from numerous lakes and waterways in the 
subregion, new and renewable energy sources as well as wood. The importance 
of developing the immense hydroelectric power potential of the subregion for 
self-sustained industrialization is emphasized. Interconnecting power 
networks should be developed so as to enhance subregional co-operation in the 
development and utilization of energy resources. 

38. The development and joint utilization of these resources at the 
subregional level would be instrumental to establishing and advancing the 
integrated industrial sector of this subregion. Exploitation of the oil and 
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gas deposits would call for proper machinery ar.d tools from the engineering 
industry, while helping to develop the chemical in1ustry (nitrogenous 
fertilizers, methanol and so forth). The same applies to the other sources of 
energy, the exploitation of which is needed in order to implement certain 
industrial projects. 

Transport and co11111\Ulications 

39. The geographical position of aoae of the Central African countries poses 
a •ajor constraint on the industrial develoJ;lllent of the subregion. As 
indicated in paragraph 4, nf the 11 co1Dltries four of thea are landlocked 
(Bur1Dldi,, Rwanda, the Central African Republic and Chad), one of them is 
semi-landlocked (Zaire), one country is an island (Sao Tome and Principe) and 
one country is semi-insular (Equatorial Guinea). These seven countries as well 
as the hinterland of those with a coastline encounter transport and 
COlmlU!lication problems when marketing their products and importing aachinery 
and equipment, spare parts and components for their industries. The 
prohibitive cost of transporting •erchandise and delays in deliveries owing to 
the state of the roads and the medioc1ity of other means of coamunication is 
highly discouraging for potential businessmen and those already established. 

40. This situation heightens dependence on nutside co\Ultries in the sense 
that coamunication between the Member States is almost non-existent. Rational 
economies remain extroverted and the bulk of the cODDunications intended for 
and stemming from the subregion have to be routed via Europe and certain 
countries outside the subregion. Joint development of transport and 
coanunications would enable some of the countries of the subregion, including 
the hinterlands of those with a coastline, to emerge from their landlocked 
situation. As a result the process of industrializing Central Africa would be 
accelerated. Indeed, both people and merchandise would travel 11Uch more 
easily and much more quickly: something that would encourage national and 
foreign private individuals to invest in the productive sectors. 

Buman resources 

41. The implementation of any self-sufficient and self-supporting industrial 
development prograDDe depends on the development of human resources at various 
levels of the indust.-ialization process. Machinery and equipment, no matter 
how sophisticated and efficient, are use\-~s 1Ulless there are human beings 
able to make them work properly and aerv .. them regularly. The existing 
skilled human resources in Central African co\Ultries are insufficiently, and 
in some cases, inappropriately utlized. The subregion is c011pelled to import 
foreign scientists, technicians and managers to run the factories. There is 
therefore an urgent need not only to upgrade thr~~ skilled human resources but 
also to ensure their more effective utilization. 

42. To reduce this dependence, the cowitries of Central Africa must rethink 
their whole system of education. They should set up a coaaon training 
progr8JllDe in the scientific, technical and management field so as to promote 
the development of entrepreneurial and technological capabilities likely to 
encourage the creation of basic industries, small-scale industries and 
handicrafts. 
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"obilization of financial resources 

43. Implementation of the projects contained in the subregional prograane 
calls for substantial investment. This is a determining factor in the 
production process and conditions the transfer and selection of techniques, 
choice of products, corporate form and, first and fore110st, the negotiating 
position vis-a-vis the outside world. On an individual basis, no C01Dltry in 
the subregion has sufficient and adequate natural, hUll&D and financial 
resources, nor the technology and physical infrastructure suited to its 
industrial development. This situation is aggravated by the oft precarious 
state of the balance of payaents, public finances and budgets, as well as by 
the low level of transactions, particularly in the industrial sector. 

44. As a result, the progr&lllle advocates enhancing subregional co-operation 
as a aeans of mobilizing internal and e%ternal financial resources with which 
to implement the aultinational industrial projects selected within the 
fraaevork of the Industrial Developaent Decade for Africa. With this purpose 
in aind, pr0110tional activi~ies and aeasures should be adopted at government 
level and by the financing institutions in order to encourage savings and 
investment. 

Technology 

45. The creation of the core industries appearing in the prograane will call 
for strong support on the technical side. To malte this possible, technologies 
need to be acquired which, to be productive, llUSt be adapted to and integrated 
into the existing environments. This will have major repercussions at the 
organizational, institutional and financial level. It will also require the 
formation of sound scientific and technological capabilities on a local basis. 

46. At present, however, the Central African co1D1tries are e%periencing great 
difficulties in selecting, acquiring, adapting, assiailating and developing 
technologies. At the time of independence, the educational system did not 
match the type of human resource training progr&11De likely to develop 
entrepreneurial and technological capabilities. Bence the lack of competent 
human resources has resulted principally in a reliance on foreign e%pertise, 
the import of obsolete technologies with disregard for key priority projects, 
poor selection at the outset of the mode and source of technology transfer, 
together with frequent breakdowns and costly repairs, which are often the 
cause of 1Dlderexploitation of installed capacities. 

47. Measures should be adopted at national and subregional level to deal with 
these failings, which include: inadequate policies relating to purchasing and 
•arkets; lack of information on the sources and prices of the principal 
production factors and techniques; and a lack of organization in negotiation 
and contractual practices. As a consequence, particular attention should be 
paid to gaining competence in evaluation, selection and transfer of 
techniques, as well as their assimilation through the pursuit of correct 
policies and practices. 

Industrial Institutional Infrastructure 

48. Suecessful implementation of the subregional progr&lllle will depend, 
inter alla, on the creation of an industrial institutional infrastructure that 
is lacking at present In the Central African countries. First and foremost, 
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institutions for co-ordinating and programming industrial activities must be 
set up at the national and subregional levels so as to avoid duplication of 
industrial projects and dissipation of scarce resources. Furthermore. it 
would be desirable to build up a structure which could help Member States to 
choose and purchase industrial machinery and equipment. This structure, on 
the basis of information given to it, would be called on to assist States in 
drawing up purchase agreements, including exact specifications regarding 
technical documentation, spare parts and training of .. intenance staff. Other 
institutional infrastructures could be developed in such varied fields as: 
inforaation, banking services and insurance, materials testing and products, 
standardization and quality control, .. rketing, engineering consultancy 
services, industrial training and support for saall- and mediua-scale 
industries. With regard to information, there is an urgent need to set up an 
int~grated industrial information network in the region. 

Strategy for implementation 

49. It is pertinent at this j1Dlcture to restate some of the important 
modalities adopted for the programme revised at Bujumbura in January 1986: 

Fol'llal endorsement of the revised integrated industrial promotion 
programme by member co1Dltries and intergovernmental organizations in 
the subregion and inclusion thereof in their national and 
subregional development programmes and plans; 

Strengthening or establishment of operational mechanisms at the 
national, subregional and subsectoral levels so as to co-ordinate, 
monitor and advise Governments on the selection and implementation 
of multinational projects in each subsector; 

Promotion of projects among potential investors and financial 
institutions by the State designated lead co1Dltry; 

On the basis of core investment project profiles, preparation of 
detailed pre-investment studies, with the aid of URIDO, ECA, ADB and 
competent local industrial consultants; 

Preparation by the subregional intergovernmental organizations of 
subsectoral studies included in the revised programme so as to 
identify clusters of economically viable projects, integrated with 
other industrial branches and the remainder of the economy; 

Preparation by subregional intergovernmental organizations of 
rehabilitation studies on priority projects, the reactivation of 
which within a c0111DU11ity framework might prove economically and 
financially viable; 

Agreement among the countries in the subregion on the host country 
for each multinational core project and the respective roles of the 
others in implementing the core projects; 

Improvement of the local manpower capabilities and institutional 
competence required for identifying, drawing up and implementing 
projects; 
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Intensification of consultations between countries, 
intergovernmental organizations and other interested subregional 
institutions so as to be able to enter into proper negotiations on 
each project. 

CHAPTER III 

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPLEMEBTATIOB OF THE PROJECTS IB THE 
FIRST REVISED IBTEGRATED lllDUSTRIAL PROllOTIOB PROGIAIWIE 

Status of the projects 

50. The revised integrated industrial promotion prograame adopted at the 
subregional aeeting at Bujumbura (Burundi) in Jd.D.uary 1986 contained 25 core 
projects in key industrial subsectors (engineering, chemical, metallurgical, 
agro-industry and building materials) and nine support projects dealing with 
institutional infrastructure, manpower training and other areas. 

51. It is clear from annex II, which gives further details on the status of 
the programme, that Member States and subregional intergoverDJDental 
organizations responsible for the programme have made appreciable efforts to 
implement the projects selected. As shown by the annex, the situation is as 
follows: 

1. Tvo projects have been completed: 

Upgrading of a sugar factory, Congo (project 13) 

Expansion of the Loutete cement plant, Congo (project 19) 

2. Ten projects are under implementation: 

Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment, Rwanda 
(project 1) 

Exploitation of methane gas from Lake Kivu, Rwanda/Zaire 
(initially promoted by CEPGL) (project 3) 

Production of phosphate fertilizers, Burundi (project 4) 

Rehabilitation and extension of the sugar industry, Angola 
(part of project 12 dealing with yeast) 

Coamaunity dairy-products project, Zaire (project 15) 

Establishment of a wood-processing complex, Zaire (proj~ct 18) 

Reactivation of the Katana cement plant, Zaire (project 20) 

Expansion of tne Mashyuza cement plant, Rwanda (project 21) 

Rehabilitation of the Maluku steel plant, Zaire (project 24) 

Expansion of a tin plant, Rwanda (project 25) 
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3. Thirteen projects are still being stcdied: 

Establishment of a laboratory for pharaaceutical products. 
Central African Republic (project 5) 

Establishment of a phal"llaceutical plant. Burundi (project 6) 

Upgrading of potash deposits for the aanufacture of chemicals. 
Congo (project 7) 

Production of calci1m1 carbide. Rwanda (project 8) 

Production of active ingredients for pesticides. Rwanda 
(projec 9) 

lstablishaea~ of a petrochemical complex for the aanufacture of 
plastics. Gabon (project 10) 

Expana1on of a petroleum refinery. Congo (project 11) 

Rehabilitation and extension of the cane sugar industry. Angola 
(conversion of the sugar mill in project 12) 

Establishment of a ~~~tillery. Burundi (p~oject 14) 

Creation of an agro-industrial complex processing cassava. 
Central African Republic (project 16) 

Integrated development of the fish-processing industry, CEPGL 
(project 17) 

Expansion and diversification of production at a glass 
manufacturing plant. Congo (project 22) 

Integrated development of the aluminium industry, Cameroon 
(project 23) 

4. One project has been withdrawn: 

ftanufacture of watches and watch components, Central African 
Republic (project 2). 

52. With regard to the support projects, it should be pointed out that the 
co\Dltries of the subregion as well as the regional and subregional 
organizations have been working on some of the nine projects contained in the 
revised progr ... e. 

Constraints upon the implementation of the 
initial revised progragne 

53. As a vtole, the implementation of the revised integrated industrial 
promotion progr ... e has made very little progre~s. Out of 25 strategic core 
projects approved by the Bujumbura meeting, only three have reached the 
production stage. And this is despite the endeavours made by the Member 
States to attain the objectives of the Lago~ Plan of Action and the IDDA 
programme. 
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54. The lov implementation rate ls partly attributable to the failure to set 
up exact co-ordination aechanlsas ensuring the efficient laplementation of the 
projects selected and to the inadequacy of the technical and financial support 
provided by the lead countries and the subresional. regional and international 
organizations. Furtheraore. the process of defining and selecting projects 
for inclusion in the category of core projects was not clear at the outset. 
It was not enough to draw up a list of criteria for selecting 1111ltinatiobal 
industrial projects. SOiie of them had not been carefully thought out before 
submission or. once submitted. had not been thoroughly studied. with little 
regard being paid to the the requirements of integration or the iaplications 
and problems of iaplementation. Other projects do not have genuine sponsors. 
They have been initiated. for eJC .. ple. by the Econ011lc COll9Ulllty of the Great 
Laltes Countries or by the Central African CustOllS and Econ011lc Union and their 
ultillate location ls often not lcnovn. 

55. Generally apealtlng. the representatives of Member States vho revised the 
Bujtl!llbura progr ... e had wrongly ass~ed that the international, regional and 
subregional organizations would provide substantial technical and financial 
assistance to put the progr ... e into practice. It has to be recalled 
therefore that assistance froa such International bodies as UBIDO and ECA is 
often confined to pre-feasibility. feasibility and investment studies or to 
technical assistance and consultancy missions. Once the viability of the 
project has been demonstrated by the studies. it is up to the lead country and 
sponsor to look for the funds. though with the aid. where appropriate, of 
UBIDO. 

Constraints at the natio~al level 

56. Although the projects submitted at the Bujumbura meeting vere contained 
in the national plans of a number of sponsoring countries. there does not 
appear to have been any consultation or negotiation on the planning. policies 
or strategies involved in their implementation. On the contrary. the policies 
and strategies adopted at the national level are not directly linked to the 
subregional progra.me or to its objectives. Some of the projects selected are 
regarded as national projects and do not therefore fit into a co1111unity 
context. Indeed. micro-nationalism motivates tte States concerned to develop 
their ovn natural resout~es on a priority basis. their objective being. first 
and foremost. to promote the industrialization of thei: own countries. This 
situation very often means that COllmlit•ents entered into at the beginning are 
not subsequen,ly honoured and that there is proliferation of si•ilar 
Industries producing the same co1111odities. This gives rise to marketing 
problems since the national •arkets are usually restricted. One example is 
the Congo oil refinery which finds itself confined to the national market 
because some of the •embers now have refineries of their own. vheread the 
project vas initially designed to serve the subregional •arket. The same 
applies to the sugar factory in the Congo and quite a few other 9rojects. 
Concerning the question of approach. while it •ight be prematur~ to envisage 
elaborating aubregi~nal industrial projects given the current crises. a 
gradual approach •ight be 110re realistic. In that connection. co-ordination 
among all parties concerned. especially at the national level. la critical. 
That holds true not only inter-ministerially. but also inter-sectorally. It 
also applies to subregional organizations. 

57. Despite the efforts deployed by the Central African countries to develop 
in a self-sufficient and self-sustair.ed manner, their economies remain 
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1Dlllnlted and geared to the outside. There ls no point in stressing the 
111pllcatlons this situation be.rs for the deterioration of trade, aggravation 
of the excessive foreign debt and other equally cripplint socio-economic 
crises. Given this state of affairs, llOSt co1Dltries in the subregion have 
adopted some of the Structural Adjustaent Progruimes (SAP) of the World Bank 
and International llonetary Fund (IMF) vbich provide for corrective aeasures 
while reori~ting the policies and strategies that vere originally geared to 
industrial deTelopment and proaotion. Indeed, the SAP imposes a sort of 
de facto aoratori1111 on the establishment of nev enterprises and, conTersely, 
accords priority to the reactiTation and rehabilitation of existing industries. 

58. The \Dlsatisfactory preparation of strategic core projects prior to their 
submission to the Bangui and Bujuabura meetings vas also due to the laclt of 
h1J11U1 resources capable of identifying eo..unity projects and eTaluating them 
before aumitting thea to the decision-taking bodies. the educational aystea 
inherited from the colonial regimes is inadequate and does not aeet the 
priorities of Reaber States. As a result, the co1Dltries of the subregion are 
still dependent on foreign expertise for the scientific, technical and 
11U1agerial capabilities needed to aake aore thorough project studies, put the 
projects into effect, aanage the enterprises and aaintain the machinery and 
equipment. 

59. the availability of natural resources in the region has not been fully 
researched; aore efforts are needed in that area. Although financial 
resources do exist, the key problea is identifying the sources and exploiting 
thea aore effectively. The progr ... e has therefore achieved poor results on 
accoU!ic of the absence of financial resources for the feasibility studies and 
f1Dlding project iaplementatf.on. the cost of such activities is very high and 
la often beyond the aeans of individusl Member States. 

Constraints at the subregional level 

60. A lack of efficient organization and co-ordination among the Coanunity 
bodies (ECCAS, UDEAC, CEPGL) iesponsible for multinational industrial 
projects, and the governmental authorities concerned with industrial 
development at national level, is a .. jor obstacle to the development of 
subregional industrial co-operation. Indeed, reliable data and info1'1Dation 
are either poorly circulated or not circulated at all among the countries, 
often resulting in the duplication of research and development activities or 
the import of technologies which already exist or whic~ are not suited to the 
enterprise, the economy or society as a vhole. 

61. The industrial policies and strategies adopted 1Dlder the auspices of 
ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL have not produced the results hoped for at national and 
subregional level since the wishes expressed by Member States during 
subregional meetings have often not Deen translated into more specific terms. 
Rational and subregional priorities do not always go together, and this 
explains why some ~f the projects selected at the Bujumbura meeting have not 
been implemented. The power of the subregional organizations to speak, 
decide, and act for the subregion should be enhanced through clear decisions 
by their respective legislative authorities. 

62. Furthermore, some of the subregion's natural resource endowment la either 
insufficient or still not very well known, thus making it impossible to 
envlaag~ the creation of industrial enterprises based on their utll!zatlon. 
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For instance, expansion of the tin plant in Rwanda requires a 1111cb greater 
amount of cassiterite than the present figure esti•ated of 65,000 tons. The 
s .. e applies to the project for reactivating the iron and steel plant at 
Raluku (Zaire), the i•plemientation of vhicb va~ based on a very small .. 01Dlt 
of scrap •etal. 

63. Another constraint, by no means the most •inor, is the laclt of financial 
and hUllall resources for studying, implementing and following up the projects 
retained in the revised integrated industrial promotion prograa111e f~~ the 
subregion. The industrialized countries and the transnationals very often 
pref er national projects to subregional projects since the former give them a 
chance of holding their grasp on a country in teras of technology and skilled 
manpower. It is recognized, 110reover, that the influence of transnationals 
and Governaents of the developed countries has often hindered the creation of 
integrative industrial enterprises in the c01mUDity, and even of the 
aechanisas designed to co-ordinate the laplementation of the subregional 
progr ... e. Indeed, except for the joint Zaire-Rvando technical COllaittee on 
Lake Kivu •ethane gas, which Burundi nov wishes to join, no other •echanism 
has been set up. 

64. The saooth operation of projects and the marketing of products at the 
COlmUDity level calls for the establishment of basic infrastructure such as 
road networks and other means of communication. For example, roads will have 
to be built to facilitate collecting milk for t~e COllllUDity dairy industry and 
distributing the •ilk and derived products. It is a well-known fact that most 
of the roads are in a bad state and need repairing. Furthermore, the 
telecOlmUDications systew does not work properly in the subregion, nor even 
vi thin the bounds of each country. While many formidable problems and 
obstacles exist, gradual progress is being achieved. 

CHAPTER IV 

PROPOSALS FOR A REVISED INTEGRATED IJJDUSTRIAL PROMOTIOlf PROGRAJ'ltE 

65. The second revised progr&llllle proposed in this chapter has been drawn up 
on the basis o~ the missions fielded by UlfIDO in the member co1Dltries of the 
subregion, vhi~h gathered the data and information from: (i) the nationals 
responsible for the projects contained in the initial revised progr .... e; and 
(ii) from the national and subregional institutions (ECCAS, UDEAC, CEPGL) 
concerned with subregional industrial co-operation. An examination of this 
information suggests that the initial revised integrated progr&1ae should be 
revised once again so as to take into account the new realities in the various 
C01Dltries and certain trends emerging in the subregiz~ as a whole. The second 
revised !rogramme, however, retains the pattern adopted for the first revised 
programme: the projects are grouped per subsector. 

66. Furthermore, some of the coWltries visited were not in a position to 
provide the members of the •is:ion with all the information they sought on the 
status of projects in the first revised progr&Jllle or they were not able to 
propose new projects for possible inclusion in the second revised prograane. 
Representatives of thos .. co\Dltries will be able to submit additional 
information and provide clarifications (proje~t profiles) on nev projects at 
the second follow-up meeting, if they so wish. Bearing the above in mind, the 
list of prcjects should be considered tentative for the purpose of examination 
by the second subregional meeting. 
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Selection of core subsectors and core investment proJects 

67. In considering the projects in detail, the criteria for the selection 
(Annex I) need to be considered and borne in •ind. While those criteria are 
generally acceptable, there is a need to highlight the following points: 

(a) Sovereignty considerations 

Strict adherence to the guidelines of the Lagos Plan of Action aight 
undermine the sovereignty of States. It should be recognized that, 
although individual State priorities aight differ, it is still 
necessary to have priorities at the subregional level. "ember 
States in the subregion are therefore encouraged to make Colmunity 
projects their goal, since national projects alone vould not suffice. 

(b) Coherence of pational strategies 

The geographical distribution of existing industries should be 
exaained and areas of industrial over-concentration and deficiency 
identified so as to enable a aore equitable distribution, thereby 
ensuring that the entire subregion vould be veil served. 

(c) Problems of co-ordination and organization 

It is to be emphasized that requests for assistance in project 
implementation should be filed thro\ll.h official channels. Regular 
meetings between each of tbe subregional organizations and the UNIDO 
Secretariat are necessary at all stages to be sure that a project 
subm~tted for consideration had been endorsed by all the appropriate 
authorities in the subregion. Unless the subregion is better 
organ~~ed, it vill not be in a position to react effectively to 
external developments, such as the move towards a single European 
market by the year 1992. In this connection, it is recoaaended that 
ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL be empowered to act on behalf of the States 
in the subregion. 

(d) Research 

Greater attention needs to be paid to natural resources in research 
activities. 

(e) Financial resources 

Greater use needs to be made of available financial resources, such 
as those provided by the African Development Bank. 

(f) Problems of intrastructure 

The positive role being played by the Transport and Coaamiications 
Decade in Africa needs to be recognized in view of its role in 
enhancing the industrialization of the subregion. 

68. The priority subsectors identified in the initial revised integrated 
industrial promotion programme for the Central African subregion t~re as 
follows: metallurgical industry, engineering industry, chemical industry, 
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agro- and agro-based industries, and the building materials industry. 
Priority was also given to a number ~f areas and services fostering industrial 
development which include: agriculture, mineral resources, energy, transport 
and co•nmications, human and financial resources, technology and 
institutional infrastructure. 

69. In order to ensure efficient implementation of the second revised 
integrated industrial promotion progr ... e. it is rec01mended that only the 
core aubsectors and priority areas mentioned above be included. Their 
explanatiob vould contribute to self-sufficient and self-sustained industrial 
development. 

70. In the light of the above and the assessment made in chapter III, it is 
recoamended that future action on the implementation of the projects contained 
in the second revised programme be approached on a priority basis. The core 
projects may thus be classified in three categories: (i) first priority: 
implementation in the short term (0-5 years); (ii) second priority: 
implementation in the medium term (5-10 years); and (iii) third priority: 
implementation in the long term (more than 10 years). All support projects 
have ~een included in the first priority category. 

71. Cther factors worth consideratoin i~ determining the priority to be 
accorded to a project are: the availability of f\Dlds, current status of 
implementation, availability and coanitment of sponsors, completion of 
pre-feasibility and feasibility studies, stage of negotiations and 
co--operation arrangements with other Member States. Attention also needs to 
be given to the degree to which the project will help to reduce external 
dependence and its relationship to the priority sectors and sub-sectors 
identified in the Lagos Plan of Action. 

72. While special attention should be paid to implementing projects accorded 
first priority, this should not prejudice action by the sponsors of projects 
in the other two categories. Furthermore, it is recoanended that a p-~ject 
that meets most of the above conditions and is of interest to more than one 
CO\Dltry in the subregion should be considered a Co1111llllity project, while a 
similar project that is of interest to only one country in the subregion 
should be considered an optional project. 

73. The second revised programme contains 37 core projects and 12 support 
projects.The project profiles shown in annex III provide basic information on 
the core and support projects contained in the second revised programme. 

Core pro1ects 

74. The 37 core projects in the second revised inter.rated industrial 
promotion programme are as follows: 

Chemical industries 

1. Exploitation of methane gas from Lake Kivu, Zaire/Rwanda (initially 
promoted by CEPGL) (short-term) 

2. Production of phosphate fertilizel·s, B•Jrundi (short-tent) 
3. Establishment of a laboratory for ~han11aceutical products, Central 

African Republic (short-term) 
4. Establishment of a pharmaceutical plant, Burundi (medium-term) 
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5. Upgrading potash deposits for the manufacture of chemicals, Congo 
(long-term) 

6. Production of calcium carbide, Rwanda (medium-term) 
7. Production of active ingredients for pesticides, Rwanda (medium-term) 
8. EstablishmP-nt of a petrochemical complex for the manufacture of 

plastics, Gabon (medium-term) 
9. Improvement of the efficiency and product quality of the petroleum 

refinery, Congo (•edium-tem) 
10. Production of human vaccines in Central Africa (previously 

establishment of a pilot plant for malting vaccines in Africa), 
Cameroon (short-term) (new) 

11. Production of insecticides for domestic use, Cameroon (short-term) 
(new) 

12. Production of urea and anmonia from gas, Cameroon (long-term) (new) 
13. Development of the pesticides industry in UDEAC eountries, UDEAC 

(long-term) (new) 

Agro- and agro-related industrie~ 

14. leconversion of the sugar mills of Bom Jesus and the production of 
yeast (previously rehatilitation and extension of the cane sugar 
industry), Angola (short-term) 

15. Establishment of a distillery, Bunmdi (short-term) 
16. Community dairy products project, Zaire (short-term) 
17. Creation of an agro-industrial complex processing cassava, Central 

African Republic (medium-term) 
18. Integrated development of the fish-processing industry, CEPGL 

(short-term) 
19. Integrated forest products complex (previously establishment of a 

wood-processing complex, Zaire), CEPGL (short-term) 
20. Rehabilitation and expansion of the sugar sector, Angola 

(medi11111-term) (new) 
21. Establishment of a distillery, Sao Tome and Principe (medium-term) 

(new) 
22. Sangmelima wood-processing project and production of particle board, 

Cameroon/UDEAC (long term)-(new) 
23. Production lDlit for children's food, C~eroon (short-term) (new) 
24. Establishment of a tannery, Chad (long-term) (new) 
25. Development of cattle and fish resources in UDEAC countries, UDEAC 

(long-term) 

Agricultural machinery and equipment 

26. An agricultural machinery project, UDEAC (long-term} (new} 

Building materials industry 

27. Reactivation of the Katana cement plant, Zaire (short-term} 
28. Expansion of the Mashyuza cement plant, CEPGL (short-term} 
29. Expansion and diversification of production at a glass manufacturing 

plant, Congo (short-term) 
30. Establishment of a ceramics plant, burundi (short-term} (new} 
31. Establishment of a cement plant, Chad (medium-term} (new} 
32. Plant for the manufacture of flat glass, Cameroon (long-term} (new) 
33. Establishment of a ceramics factory, Cameroon (long-term) (new) 
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Metallurgical industries 

34. Integrated dtvelopment of the aluminium industry, 
Cameroon/UDEAC/ECCAS (long-term) 

35. Integrated developmFnt of the iron and steel industry in Central 
Africa (previously reactivation of the Maluku steel plant, Zaire), 
ECCAS (short-term) 

36. Expansion of a tin plant, Rwanda (short-term) 
37. Integrated development of the Iron and steel Industry, 

Cameroon/UDEAC (long-term) 

Support pro1ects 

75. The twelve support projects that have been selected for the second 
revised programme are as follows: 

1. Assistance to the Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC) 
2. Assistance to the Central African Republic in the development of an 

integrated meat-processing industry, Republic of Central Africa 
3. Assistance to the Economic Coamunity of the Great Lakes Co1Dltries 

(CEPGL) 
4. Development of peat resources, CEPGL 
5. Feasibility study on the manufacture of railway equipment in the 

Central African subregion, UAR 
6. Assistance to the Economic Co11111unity of Central African States 

(ECCAS) 
7. Assistance to the subregional Higher Institute of Appropriate 

Technologies (ISTA) 
8. Assistance to the African Intellectual Property Organization (AIPO) 
9. Multisectoral assistance to the Economic Community of the Great 

Lakes Countries (CEPGL) (new) 
10. Promotion of small-scale agro-food technologies, Burundi (new) 
11. Assistance to the Higher Rational School for Agro-food Industries, 

Cameroon (new) 
12. Establishment of a school for geological and mining studies, 

Cameroon (new) 

CHAPTER V 

STRATEGY TO BE ADOPTED TO ACCELERATE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
SECOND REVISED INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION PROGRAMME FOR 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Measures to be adopted 

76. The initial revised integrated industrial promotion programme for the 
Central African subregion recommended, inter ali~, the measures to be adopted 
at national and suhregional level, if there was to be efficient implementation 
of the projects cor.;ained in it. Few of these projects, however, have gone 
beyond the study stage on account of various constraints which should be taken 
into account in the strategy adopted to accelerate the implementation of the 
second revised programme. Bearing in mind the fact that the constraints a:ay 
relate to either the national or subregional level, or to both, a set of 
measures should be adopted at both levels to ensure the programme's success. 
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At the national level 

77. It is important to emphasize that the success of the programme will 
depend on the action taken at the national level and on the policies and 
operational mechanisms adopted by Governments. This action includes: 

(a) Honouring of coamitments entered into at the subregional level as part of 
the implementation of the second revised integrated industrial promotion 
prograane; 

(b) More specific expression of the political will, which is the most 
decisive factor in setting up national units or cells for subregional 
industrial co-operation within each interested ministry so as to help 
Member States to reformulate and harmonize their industrial policies and 
programmes at the national and subregional level; 

(c) Formal endorsement of the second revised programme by all the Member 
States and incorporation of the component projects into natiJnal 
industrial development plans; 

(d) Definition of the role of sponsors or lead countries and those taking 
part in the implementation of the projects selected, and establishment of 
an implementation plan and co-ordination mechanisms for each project; 

(e) Close collaboration between the national industrial promotion units and 
the intergovernmental organizations (ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL) in order to 
avoid duplication or even multiplication and to share experience; 

(f) Promotion of the programme among ~otential investors and follow-up of its 
implementation by lead countries and sponsors; 

(g) Development and promotion of technological and entrepreneurial 
capabilities by creating and/or upgrading industrial training 
establishments; 

(j) Development of transport and communications throughout the subregion. 

78. The endorsement of programmes and projects by the legislative authorities 
of subregional organizations is a lengthy and rather complex process which 
demands the full support of the countries concerned. It is t~ be observed 
that the representatives of the Governments attending the meetings of these 
organi7ations invariably change and very often come from different 
ministries. This often means that the representative of one ministry cannot 
know about the projects submitted by another ministry. Hence special 
attention should be given to maintaining continuity at the national level with 
regard to projects submitted to subregional and international organizations. 

79. The Governments of the subregion also need to closely involve the private 
sector (and possibly the public at large), as appropriate, as well as 
industrial and engineering cor1sultants in the formulation, implementation, 
resource mobilization and decision-making process of the projects retained in 
the subregional programme. A programme providing for greater involvement by 
the private sector, especially national producers, plann~rs and financial 
institutions, needs to be adopted. It is therefore essential that the support 
projects in the revised subregional programme should be accorded the desired 
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priority since industrial co-operation projects very often fail on account of 
the fact that the preliminary and feasibility studies have not been properly 
carried out or because the institutional funds are insufficient or inadequate 
to ensure the preparation, evaluation, promotion and aanageaent of those same 
projects. 

80. One of the principal obstacles to the effective iaple11entation of 
projects is the slowness of communication between the authorities, within one 
country, concerned with the preparation, pr0110tion and iapleaentation of 
projects. In many cases this situation is worsened by the iapossibility of 
identifying central aechanisas and national co-ordination c01111ittees. Setting 
up and/or upgrading national IDDA Co-ordination Committees is strongly 
rec0111ended. Close working relations should be built up between these 
committees arJ the central operational mechanisms, first, and the secretariats 
of the organizations and joint subregional committees concerned, second, with 
a view to ensuring the saooth impleaentation of the subregional program11e. 

At the subregional leve! 

81. At the subregional level, certain activities should be 1Dldertalten by the 
Governments of Member States and the subregional institutions, such as ECCAS, 
CEPGL and UDEAC, together with international institutions so as to make the 
implementation of the progr&llllle more effective. These activities cover, 
inter alia: 

(a) Enhancing the objectives of the intergovernmental institutions (ECCAS, 
UDEAC and CEPGL) by placing more emphasis on the promotion, at the 
national and subregional levels, of a self-sufficient and self-sustained 
process of industrialization; 

(b) Improving the main UDEAC and CEPGL instruirents so as to take into accolDlt 
the opportlDlities offered by the broader ECCAS market. For example, with 
regard to the joint agr~ement on investments, action should be taken to 
reduce the rates and duration of tax relief as veil as other non-fiscal 
benefits; 

(c) Upgrading the activities of such subregional institutions as the Centre 
for the Development of Mineral Resources in Central Africa and setting up 
similar institutions in the areas of agricultural, stock-breed! • .g, 
forestry and fishing resources; 

(d) Establishing of subregional mechanisms vith national branches by which to 
take stock of technologies, raw materials, technological and scientific 
manpower, and to gather, process an.d store information and data in the 
above-mentioned areas; 

(e) Strengthening existing those existing facilities in regional development 
banks that are specifically designed for t~e promotion of industrial 
projects; 

(f) Securing official endorsement of the second revised programme by 
intergovernmental institutions and its inclusion in their programmes and 
plans for subregional development; 
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(g) PrOllOting collaboration between the subregional institutions and their 
national branches to ensure the organization of technical consultations, 
negotiations and aeetings on the proaotion of investaents in the core 
subsectors; 

(h) Finalizing agreeaent aaong the countries in the subregion on the host 
C01Dltry for each subregional core project and on the respective roles of 
the ~thers in i&pleaenting the core project. This should cover, 
int~r alia, the following points: 

- Supply of raw .. terials and energy; 

- Purchase of intermediate and finished products; 

- Equity shareholding, the bulk of which should be owned by the African 
co1Dltries; 

Training and allocation of manpower to the project; 

- Research and development associated with the project; 

- Exchange of information; 

- Manageaent of the enterprise; 

- Sub-contracts, vhere feasible; 

(i) On the international plane, the agencies and organizations of the 
United Rations system, more especially URIDO, ECA and OAU, financial 
sponsors and donor colDltries should show their support more specifically 
by providing substantial technical and financial assistance so as to 
ensure the implementation of the second revised integtated progr&DDe. 

·$2. The institutional arrangements needed to bring about the necessary 
changes and apply policies and progra11111es should therefore envisage the 
upgrading of the secretariats of intergovernmental organizations such as 
ECCAS, UDEAC, CEPGL and the MULPOC offices of ECA in order to provide the 
fmids they need to fulfil their various duties, such as: 

(a) Gathering and analysing relevant industrial data and information from all 
Member States, the private sector, associations, institutions and other 
bodies in the subregion and to see it iA disseminated; 

(b) Developing and promoting an effective working relationship among the 
member comitries and co-operating organizations; 

(c) Serving as a resource unit for the promotion of subregional industrial 
projects, providing advice on and assistance in securing investments, 
expansion of markets, acquisition of technology and know-how, and project 
negotiations within the subregion and without; 

(d) Formulating and developing subregional industrial policies and strategies 
to complement those at national le•,el; 

(e) Identifying, preparing, implementing and following up multinational core 
industrial projects. 
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Promotion of the progr .... e 

83. Experience has shown that iapleaentation of the progr ... es previously 
adopted within the fraaevork of IDDA aet vith difficulties s~~ce their 
contribution to the acceleration of the industrial develop11ent process vas 
hardly appreciated by aost of the econoeic agencies and. first and foreaost. 
by those supposed to put thea into eff~ct. It would therefore be advisable to 
give vide publicity to the second revised progr ... e so as to increase ~~blic 
awareness and facilitate its iapleaentation at the national and subregional 
levels. The aass aeclia together vith all the other means available for 
spreading information should be used to aobilize local resources in practical 
teras, and to arouse the interest of foreign investors vbo aay participate in 
Tiable joint projects. Subregional organizations such as ECCAS 9 UDEAC and 
CEPGL could help Meaber States to publicize the progr ... e. 

Mobilization of fipancial resources 

84. Implementation of the projects contained in the second revised prograillle 
vill require considerable financial resources that no member country can 
provide by itself. Funds for the progr ... e could be mobilized by pooling of 
available financial resources and making a collective effort to secure funds 
from international financial institutions and donor co1Dltries. 

85. At the bilateral level, several industrialized C01Dltries are providing, 
in one fora or another, considerable technical assistance to most of the 
C01Dltries in the subregion. In this case, a mechanism should be set up at the 
national and subregional levels, vith the collaboration of such 
intergovernmental institutions as ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL, to ensure the 
promotion of the progranme by potential donors and investors. Furthermore, it 
is important tc submit proposals for specific projects to multilateral 
financing institutions such as the World Bank, the African Development Bank 
and the European Development Fund, after careful prior study of their 
priorities and sectors of interest to them. 

86. Although the countries in the subregion are expected to use all the 
economic and diplomatic channels at their disposal to promote the projects 
identified, UllIDO could be requested to proviae assistance through its 
investment promotion progra11111e. Despite the fact that it disposes of only 
limited resources itself, URIDO could make still greater efforts to help 
Governments submit requests to various bilateral and multilateral agencies and 
thus tap funds available through those institutions. Over and above its 
investment forums and related promotional activities, UllIDO could evolve 
innovative ways and means of involving major financial institutions and 
assisting countries in the subregion to secure their co-operation. 

Role of the co-ordinating and other agencies 

87. As stated in the initial and first revised programmes, the establishment 
and profitable operation of the core industries calla for the development of 
technological and entrepreneurial capabilities, the mobilization of financial 
resources and the upgrading or establishment of institutions supporting the 
industrialization process in the subregion. The agencies and organizations of 
the United Nations system, in rarticular UllIDO and ECA, in close collaboration 
vith the OAU, ADB and other African bodies, could help to meet those needs and 
overcome the acute industrialization problems of the subregion. 
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18. In this regard. particular iaportance is attached to the role of 
international organizations in general. and that of UBIDO in particular. 
URIDO ls thus urged to continue its iaportant efforts in support of the 
industrialization endeavours of the countries of the subregion. The areas of 
technical assistance provided by UBIDO and other international organizations 
should include the following: 

(a) Updating the subregional industrial pr0110tion progr .... e; 

(b) Preparing pre-investtaent studies covering the inveataent profiles of 
selected projects and providing information on subjects such as 
consumption. plant size. raw aaterials. utilities. technology. 
investment. aanpower and training. probable production coat. 
project/progr ... e profitability. and potential aarket(s); 

(c) Identifying specific areas and aodes of co-operation between countries, 
as well as between producers and research lll'1 development facilities, in 
iapleaenting the progra1Be for the Decade; 

(d) Creattng and strengthening subregional co-ordination cotmlttees for 
reviewing and updating the subregional prograllllle and monitoring the 
implementation of it; 

(e) Developing capabilities in the following areas: industrial planning, 
industrial consultancy, project preparation, procurement of supplies, and 
support for local entrepreneurs and manufacturers, including the creation 
of associations related to core projects; 

(f) Organizing technical consultations, negotiations and meetings on 
investment promotion in specific core subsectors. Consultations and 
negotiations should also be organized between: 

African countries, involving both State finance institutions and 
local agencies for p1·oductiou and distribution; 

African States and potential partners from other developing 
countries through ECDC, involving potential investors from those 
countries as well as financial institutions; 

African States and potential partners from developed countries. 

(g) Assisting Member States and subregional organizations in mobilizing 
technical assistance and investment resources for industrial projects, it 
being understood that the primary responsibility for contacts with 
financial and investment institutions =~y with the States themselves. 

89. It is perhaps important to stress the need to set up a system which when 
established simultaneously by UNIDO and ECA in collaboration with CEPGL, 
UOEAC, ECCAS, OAL and the competent subregional organizations would help 
co1Dltriea to fallow up the implementation of the second revised programme. In 
this connection, within the framework of the follow-up ays~em, URIDO should 
continue to convene more frequent meetings, for example every six months, of 
all the Governments, co-ordination agencies and organizations concerned in 
order to effectively review, adjust and monitor the implementation of the 
revised programme. For this to be effective, Member States and other sponsors 
of programme projects should supply information on the status of the latter. 
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Annex I 

Criteria for selecting multinational/subregional 
industrial core proiects 

For an industrial project to qualify as a multinational/subregional core 
project, it should aeet all requireaents in group I and one or more additional 
requirements in group II. 

I. Basic requirements 

The project: 

(a) Provides inputs to the priority sectors selected in the Lagos Plan of 
Action, i.e. food, transport and COllDUllications and energy; 

(b) Provides effective integration and linkages with other industrial and 
economic activities and infrastructures in the subregionr 

(c) Utilizes and upgrades, to the maximum possible extent, African natural 
resources (raw aaterials and energy) so as to benefit, firstly, the 
subregion, secondly, other African regions, and, thirdly, non-African 
countries; 

(d) Produces intermediate goods for further processing or fabrication in an 
increasing number of established or planned industries, or for the 
production of goods, particularly as applied to food production and 
processing, building materials, textiles, energy, transport and mining; 

(e) Caters, first and foremost, directly or indirectly, to the basic needs of 
the people of the subregion and, if required, of other African countries; 

(f) Involves (i) economies of scale, (ii) use of complex technology or 
upgraded technology, (iii) large investment, and (iv) market(s) beyond 
the reach of individual countries in the subregion; 

(g) Offers scope for co-operation, especially among the African countries, in 
long-term supply/purchase arrangements for raw materials, intermediate 
and final products; sub-contracting; barter; acquisition of 
holdings, etc.; 

(h) Helps to reduce the heavy reliance of the region on external factor 
inputs. 

II. Additional requirements 

The project: 

(a) Offers comparative advantages over similar projects - actual or 
potential - in other groups of countries (African and non-African), 
especially as regards raw materials, energy and the necess2ry 
infrastructure; 
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(b) Complements related projects or existing ,roduction units in the 
subregion; 

(c) Earns foreign exchange through the export of its products, including the 
upgrading of rav materials; 

(d) Results in llOdernization and streaalining of existing production units; 

(e) Replaces synthetic materials, wherever appropriate, by natural aaterials, 
particularly those that are renewable. 
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NU111ber, title and 
location of project 

Enqineecing industries 

1. Hanufactuce of 
agcicultucal machinecy 
and equipment, 
Kigali (R,,.anda) 

2. Manufacture of clocks, 
watches and watch com
ponents, Bangui 
(Centc~l Afclcao 
Republic) 

Chf!!ictl industry 

3. Exploitation of methane 
gas frOlll Lakt Kiv.•, 
Gisenyi (Rwanda) and 
Kalfhi (Zaice) 

Pr0111oters/ 
sponsocs 

CEPGL/Rwandt 

Ctntral 
African 
Republic 

CEPGL 
(Rwanda, 
(Zaire) 

Conclusions and recommenda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in Januacy 1986 Action taken slnct Januacy 1986 

Ftasibility studies to bt 
caccitd out 

Feasibility study, 
including 1 1111ck1t study 
to bt madt 

Feaslblllty studlts and 
starch for funds for 
implementation 

The RwandeK Chlllington plant ls 
already op1c1tional. It btgao 
producing hots lo 1984 and 
wheelbarrows In 1986. A feasl-
bl 1 lty study nas bten madt to con
sider 1xp1nslon In order to estab-
1 lsh a foundcy for tht rtcycllog of 
metallic waste and tht production 
of 1111chet1s. The equipment for this 
activity has alrtady bttn ordtred. 
A macktt study has also been und1r
t1keo by ECA/MULPOC ln Gisenyl for 
the CEPGL countries. The study 
for the othtr ECCAS countcles ls 
still to be undtrtaken. 

No study made. Responslblllty 
for this project has not been 
given to any govtcnmental 
institution. 

Olstrlbutlon studies made by the 
firm TECHNITAS (consulting firm) 
lo Jan. 1989, and by TECHNIP (e•e
cutlog body) lo March 1989. Feasi
bility studies for building the 
collecting station ander way. 

Obs1rv1tloos and reconwnendatlons 

Rwandex Chllllngton ls a private 
company which btg4n pPoductlon In 
1984. It was established for the 
manufacture of agricultural Imple
ments (:101s, wheelbarrows, picks, 
machttes, tridents, etc.). It 
wo~ld also rtcycle scrap. The 
project is recommended for Imple
mentation in tht short-term. 

Since this project has rtmalned at 
the design stage and its lmple
mtntatlon will not call for any 
local raw material, withdrawal 
from the progranwne is recommended. 

Technical studies involving dis
tribution having been completed, 
only economic st~dles remain, 
Financial backers have been 
contacted and the Hashyuza cement 
plant has faclllt!ts ready to use 
the methane. The project can be 
Implemented lo the short term. 

'-' 



NUllbtr, t;tle and PrOlllOttrs/ 
location of project sponsors 

4. Production of phosphate Gov1rn1111nt 
fertilizers, Hatongo of Burundi 
(Burundi) 

Conclusions and rtcOlllllltnda
tions of tht Buj11111bura 
Metting In January 1986 

Market studies to bt c0tn
pltttd as confirmation of 
ftasibiHty 

S. Establishllltnt of a labo- Govtrn1111nt of Pre-feasibility study was 
ratory for phal"'lftaceuti- Central under way 
cal products, Bangui African 
(Central African Republic/ 
Republic) UDEAC 

6. Establishln<ant of a 
phar111ceutical 
plant, Buj11111bura 
(Burundi) 

Govtrn111ent of An additional market 
Burundi study covering countries 

outside CEPGL was under way 

Action taken since January 1986 

Geological prospecting carried out 
in 1984 and a market study In 
1985, Trtatmtnt tests wtrt btgun 
in 1987 by an American firm (IFDC) 
on financing by tht World Bank to 
stt whtthtr simple suptrphosphatt 
could be produced or partly 
assidu1ated phosphate. If the 
tests show phosphate fertilizers 
can be made, ftasibility studies 
will be started. 

Feasibility study completed. In 
1988 it was dtcidtd to have tht 
project impltmented by a group of 
private operators from tht sub
region. The statutes of tht 
company to be stt up should bt 
adopted In Junt 1989 and the 
matter of participation by foreign 
partners should be settlto. 

Tht subrtglon~l market study was 
COtllpleted in 1987 and tht feasi
bility study should bt updated. 
Contacts have bttn made wlth 
potential technical and financial 
partners. 

Observations and rtCOflllltndatlons 

The plant has an annual capacity 
of 21,000 tonnes; estimated 
rtstrves art 10 million tonnes, 
with an average of 10 to 12 per 
cent P205: and it is •~pecterl 
that t~e project will be 
COfllllisslontd In 1993. Tht project 
ts progressing satisfactorily and 
It should bt compltttd In tht 
short ttrm. 

Since tht technical studies art 
over, tht project Is now at tht 
stage of financing operations. ln 
view of tht nttd for a 
phan11actutlcal Industry In the 
subregion, tht partners should 
prOfl'lptly look for funds. The pro
ject should be co-ordinated with 
a similar project In Cameroon and 
is retained for Implementation In 
the long ttnn. 

The project was approved by tht 
confertnct of Htads of State in 
1982. Feasibility studies per
taining to modernizing tht plant 
were completed In Decttnbtr 1989. 
Since research will have to bt 
undertaken on the preparation of 
drugs from local mtdlclna1 
plants, tht project was rP.talntd 
for implttntntat1on in tht long 
ttnn. 

v; 
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NUlllber, title and Promoters/ 
location of project sponsors 

7. Upgrading potash dtpo- Gov1rn111ent 
sits for the 1111nuf1c-
ture of cheaicals, 

of the Congo 

Ho11ts (Congo) 

8. Production of calcium Govern1111nt 
carbide, Lake Kivu of llwanda 
(Rwan.:la) 

9. Production of active Gov1rn111ent 
ingredients for of Rwanda 
pesticides, Ruhengeri 
(Rwanda) 

10. Establishllltnt of a Govern1111nt 
petrochemical complex of Gabon 
for the manufacture 
of plutic prodl'cts, 
Libreville (Gabon) 

11. l111prov1111ent of the Government 
efficiency and product of the Congo 
quality of the p1tro-
leU111 refinery, 
Pointe Noire (Congo) 

Conelusions and reconnenda-
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 

Funds for feasibility study 
were provided for 
in the fourth five-year 
plan (1990-1994) 

Fe•sibility study to be 
made if the t1st r1sults 
were convincing 

Studies on the 
production of active 
ingredients of pesticides 
to be funded by UNDP 

Ftastbiltty study to 
ascertain the viability 
of h11t-11ttin9 resins and 
synthtti: fibres, and 
recommend the most suit-
able production techniques 

Study to bt undertaken on 
improving utilization 
capacity 

Action taken since January 1986 

A joint venture "Confo Potash 
Company" was ut up n 1987 and 
began exploring the potash deposits 
tn 1988. The Hollis mints have 
been abandoned following floods. 

A project definition study has 
been made. Thi European p1rtn1r1 
approached art asking for a 
feasibility sh1dy, for which EDF 
has agreed to provide funds. 

The terms of rtf trenct for the 
f111tbtlity ttudy have bttn tub-
mttttd to UNOP to secure financing 
for the study. Tht project envt-••f'' the rehabtlttatton of the 
un t extracting phyrtthrum and the 
t•isting refinery as well 11 an 
expansion of the production of 
pesticides based on phyrethrum. 

Given the restriction of the 
UDEAC market, the project has made 
no progress. 

A study financed by tht World Bank 
on Improving the refinery's yield 
so as to make its products compe
titive is under way. 

Obstrvati~n• and rtc0111111ndations 

In view of tht fact that the 
Congo Potash Company it only at 
the exploration stage, the 
proiect could bt retained for 
imp 11111nt1tion In the long t1nn. 

Studies art still tn profress. 
Tht proiect ts thus r1ta ned 
for Imp etHntation In the long 
term. 

Tht project it not new, but an 
old one requiring rehabilitation 
and divtr1iftc1tton. That ts 
already btin' done with the 
111t1t1nc1 0 UNOP. UDEAC has I 
similar project and market 
studies have revealed that 
outlets for its products would be 
few. It ts suggested that ECCAS 
should broaden tht scope of the 
project to a community 
undertaking for tmpl1m1nt1tton In 
the 1111dium term. 

ECCAS has been asked to undertake 
a COll'llluntty-widt study, since the 
project was too 11r91 for UDEAC 
alone. Tht project ts r1conn1nd1d 
for tmpl11111nt1tton in the long 
term. 

Since the installed capacity of 
1 million t/y far exceeds 
national demand (250,000 t), it 
is not a matter of expansion but 
rather of improving plant 
efficiency and product quality. 
Furthermore, ••panslon Is no 
longer justified since Cameroon 
and Gabon have built their own 
refinorles. It Is therefore 
advisable to reformulat1 th1 
project by "improving th1 
efficiency and product quality of 
the refinery" and to lmplem1nt It 
in the rnc>diurn-tcrin. 

.... .... 



Number, title and 
location of project 

Agro- tnd 1qro-rtl1ted 
industrhs 

12. Reconversion of the 
sugtr mills of Bom 
Jesus 1nd t~e produc
tion of ytut, 
Lutnda (Angoh) 

13. Upgrtding of a 
sug1r ftctory, Nktyi 
(Bonenzt re._i~n. 
Congo) 

Promoters/ 
sponsors 

Government 
of Angolt 

Government 
of the Congo 

Conclusions and reconmenda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 

Fetsibility study on The ye1st productlnn plant Is being 
exptnding yttst production roh1bllit1ted through 
1t Lutnda, and t1chnologic1l UNDP flntncing w~rth $2 million, 
and financial promotion to be with UNIDO as the executing 
c1rri1d out for c~· 'rsion of agency. The technico-1conomic 
the sugtr pl1nt at pre-feasibility study for the con-
Bom Jesus Into 1 rum version of the Bom Jesus sugar mill 
distillery. into an agro-industrial complex 

was carried out In 1987 with UNIDO 
financing, together with three 
other studies proposing alterna
tives. The Government's response 
Is awaited. 

Preliminary studies on 
upgrading the plant to be 
undertaken 

Rescaling of production and 
limitation of investments through 
an aid contract with a French 
company based on EEC funding (1986-
1989). The project has b11n 
extended with the objective to 
diversify production. 

Observations and recOlll'l'ltndations 

The rehabilitation of the yeast 
plant may be completed In t.he 
short term s:nct the funds art 
available, the additional 
machinery and equipment has b11n 
ordered and the CTA Is In the 
field. As fo, the conversion of 
the Bom Jesus sugar mill, every
thing will depend on the alterna
tive selected by the 
Government and on the feasibility 
study to be made. How1v1ri It 
stems that the project wll be 
completed In tht medium term and 
should be reformulated Into 
"Conversion of the Boin Juus 
sugar mill". 

Since almost all the countries In 
the subregion now have their own 
sugar mills, It Is not a matter of 
expansion, but of r1d11lgnlnQ 
production and limiting Invest
ments made through a technical 
assistance contr1ct and a manage
ment contract signed with 1 
French company. The project Is 
now operational and production 
has Increased from 20,000 t/y to 
36,000 t/y In 1987 and further to 
40,000 t/y In 1988. The project 
can bt considered completed. 

"" I:-



Conclusions and rec011111enda-
NUlllber, title and Promoters/ tions of the Bujumbura 
location of project sponsors meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 Observations and recOll'lllendat1ons 

14. Establishlrlent of a Government funds to be secured and UNIDO has been requested to fund The Mosso sugar mill which is to 
distillery, Mosso of Burundi project to be implemented the updating of the feasibility provide the distillery with 
(Burundi) study. molasses only started production 

in 19B8. Another 3 to 5 years 
will be needed before it produces 
the requisite 1111ount of 
molasses. S1nce a number of 
1tud1e1 still had to be 
completed, the project was 
retained for implementation 1n 
the long ten~. 

15. C011111Unity dairy pro- Government Feasibility study and The feasibility study has been The project is fairly advanced. 
ducts project, of Zaire securement of funds to be completed and an app \cation A programne has evtn been designed 
Goma (Zaire) initiated made to UNOP for funds for by the Executive Board for 

engineering studies. improving milk collection routes. 
The sfonsor of the project has 
estab ished contact with 
technological and financial 
partners to set off the project. 
The project was retained for ~ 

implementation in the short term. ~ 

16. Establishlnent of an Central A company to be established No activity carried out since This project responds to the 
agro-industrial complex African 1986. Nevertheless, the project desire of member States to achieve 
processing cassava, Republic has been transferred to the self-sufficiency in food, one of 
8oali (Central African Ministry of Rural Development the priorities of the Lagos Plan 
Republic) for action. of Action. The project was re-

tained for implementation in the 
long term. 

17. Integrated develop- CEPGL further in-depth A study financed by France at a Since the pre-feasibility study 
~ent of the fish- study required total cost of 400,000 FF is now concluded that stock should first 
processing industry under way to determine the fish be taken of the 'ish 

reserves in Lakes Tanganyika, resources in th& Great Lakes 
Mobutu and ldi Amin. Another and trends established 
study undertaken in 1988 by FAO before considering Integrated 
financed by UNDP has not brought exploitation of the fish re-
the results expected by CEPGL. A sources, the pro~ect can only be 
new study has been commissioned by retained for imp ementation in the 
CEPGL through its Institut de long term. 
Recherche Agronomique et Zoo-
technique (IRAZ). 



NUlllber, title and Promoters/ 
location of project sponsors 

18. Establishllent of a CEPGL 
wood-processing complex 
Kisangani (Zaire) 

8uildin9 111teri1ls 

Conclusions and rec011111end1-
tions of the Bujumbura 
ineeting in January 1986 

An inventory of forestry 
resources (species) of 
economic in le.rest to the 
subregion as well as a 
feasibility study of the 
wood-processing complex 
should be carried out 

19. Expansion of the Goverrnnent Study on expansion of the 
Loutete cetntnt plant, of the Congo cement plant 
Loutete (Congo) 

20. Reactivation of the 
Katana c..ent plant, 
Katana (Zaire) 

21. Expansion of the 
Hashyuza ceinent 
plant, Hashyuu 
(Rwanda) 

Governinent 
of Zaire 

Govern11ent 
of Rwanda 

Ongoing rehabilitation 
studies to be conpleted and 
a study on increasing 
plant production 
capacity to be started 

Studies on expansion to be 
undertaken to determine 
whether it can satisfy 
subregional requirements 

Action taken since January 1986 

Studies on forest exploitation, 
engineering and markets were made 
in 1987 and 1988. An indus~rial 
economist has been recruited by 
FAO to make 1 fin1nci1l study and 
a workshop to analyse the study 
is planned for December 1989 
organized jointly by FAQ and CEPGL. 

E~pansion has been completed 
and the cement plant has become 
a joint company called SOCICO 
(Societe de ciment du Congo) with 
part·ic1pation by a Norwegian 
company. Capacity has 
increased from 
80,000 t/y to 250,000 t/y 1t 1n 
overall cost of 25.9 thousand 
million FCFA. 

The cement plant resumed produc
tion in 1986. However, it has 
been shut down since April 1989 
because of the high cost of 
transporting clinker from Kabina 
to Katina. The possibility of 
producing clinker on the spot 
is now being studied. 

The cement plant, the capacity 
of which is 50,000 t/y, has been 
producing more than 75,000 t/y 
since 1987 without exp1nsion. 
It is intended to raise the 
capacity to 100,000 t/y and to manu
facture packaging. The packaging 
machinery has already been ordered. 

Observations and rec011111end1tions 

CEPGL ha• already received three 
interim reports. They had been 
forwarded to FAO, but 1 proper 
feasibility study Is still re
quired. The foreign con1ult1nt1 
recruited to carry out the study 
should work closely with the 
national experts. The project 
is retained for implementation In 
the short term. 

Since national demand ts only 
170,000 t/y, outlets must be 
sought in other subregional 
countries. The project, 
however, can be considered 
completed. 

A study on clinker production 1t 
Katana ts under way. The same 
applies to the methane project for 
supplying gas to the cement plant. 
Everything suggests that the 
cement plant could resume 
activities :n the short term. 

The plant Is currently producing 
cement bags and its working well 
and its expansion could be 
effected In the short term. 

'-' 
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NUl'lber, titla and 
location of project 

Pr01110ters/ 
sponsors 

22. Expansion and diversi- Governinent 
fication of production of the Congo 
at a glass manufactur-
ing plant, Pointe Noire 
(Congo) 

11ttalluraical indystrx 

23. Integrated develop- Govermnent 
ment of the aluminium of Cameroon 
industry, Hini-Hartap 

24. Rehabilitation of the 
Haluku steel plant, 
Haluku (Z.,i re) 

Government 
of Zaire/ 
CEPGL/ECCAS 

Conclusions and recommenda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 Obstrvations and recommendations 

Pre-feasibility study t~ be 
undertaken on expansion 
of the plant 

Feasibility studies to be 
made 

Study to be carried out on 
react 1 vating the mill and 
the implications of turning 
it into a multi-national 
enterprise 

A pre-feasibility study was carried Obsoltte equipment and Member 
out by UDEAC, but the plant has been States' failure to meet connit-
shut down. Another study made by ments, plus financial 
Boukin (Zaire) showed that a difficulties, confirm that it Is 
production line could be rehabi- no longer a matter of expansion 
litated with 3 months' reserves and diversification, but rather of 
at a cost of 160 million FCFA. rehabilitation. The projtct 
Capacity could bt raised from should be redefined and retained 
16,000 to 19,000 t. in the revise~ progranwne for 

implementation in the medium term. 

Feasibility st~dies still to be 
carried out. Contacts have been 
established with foreign partners 
who will provide guidance. 

Various studies made by ECA 
and UNIDO led to a consultants' 
meeting in July 1988. Following 
1 UNIDO mission in September 1988, 
a study detailing the stages for 
reactivating the mill was 
submitted to the Government of 
Zaire, which is waiting for the 
French version before making its 
conwnents and taking the 
necessary decisions. Zaire is 
already discussing the implementa
tion of lhe project with US firms. 

Activity will start with Ngaoundal 
60 km frOlll Mlni·Martap, a railway 
town. Deposits here are estimated 
at 100 million tonnes. 
Processing of the ore will have 
to be carried out near a power 
source (possibly a hydroelectric 
dam). The project is retained In 
the revised progranwne for 
implementation in the long term. 

According to studies conducted by 
ECA and UNIDO, the plant 
machinery and equipment is in a 
good state of repair and the 
staff ar~ c0111petent. The plant 
could start up again at any 
time and produce 
7,500 t/~, provided it ts given 
working capital of $1 million 
per year. The project could be 
retained for implementation in 
the short term. 

w 
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Number, title and 
location of project 

25. Expansion of a tin 
plant, Kigali 
(Rwanda) 

Promoters/ 
sponsors 

Government 
of Rwanda 

Conclusions and rec011111enda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 

Study to be undertaken on 
expanding the plant to in
clude a rolling mill and 
start production of objets 
d'art 

Action taken since January 1986 

A mining trust - REDEHI (Mine 
_Development Trust) - was set 
up in December 1988. However, 
proruction of cassiterite is 
still below the 1,000 t/y needed 
to start up the tin plant which 
was shut down following 
the collapse of the world 
tin market in 1985. 

Observations and reco:miendations 

Given the importance 
assigned by the Government to 
mining in the country, 
the Trust's production can be 
tMptcted shortly to reach 
1,000 t/y so that 
the foundry can soon be 
reopened. 
It should be noted that It ls 
not so much a question of 
eMpanslon as of reopening the 
foundry which had been shut down 
for want of raw material. The 
project was ret•ined In the 
revised progranne for 
implementation in the long tenn. 

'-' 
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Number, title and 
location of project 

Sl. Assistance to the 
Central African 
Economic and Customs 
Uni on ( UDEAC); 
UDEAC secretariat, 
Bangui (Cent ra 1 
African Republic) 

S2. Assistance to the 
Central African 
Republic in the devel
opment of an integra
ted ineat-processing 
industry, 

S3. 

Ban~ui (Ce!'ltral 
African Republic) 

Assistance to the 
Econ011ic Connunity 
of the Great Lakes 
Countries (CEPGli, 
CEPGL Secretariat, 
Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

Promoters/ 
sponsors 

UOEAC 

Central 
African 
Republic: 

CEPGL 

II. SUPPORT PROJECTS 

Conclusions and rec011111enda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 

Help UOEAC to make studies 
before assisting member 
States with their 
industrialization efforts 

Evaluation of the needs of 
UDEAC countries and 
preparation of an inte
grated pro~ra11111e for 
stock-breeding products 

Most of the studies ordered In 
the project document have been 
completed. 

No activity undertaken. 

(i) Prepare a five-year (i) The five-year development 
development plan; plan has been completed and 
(ii) Study the setting up submitted to the specialized 
of a documentation and technical c011111ission in 
cOll'lllercial information August 1988; 
service and a draft report on (ii) The report on the standard 
standard statutes for statute for the C011111unity enter-
joint and cOll'lllunity prises has been completed; 
enterprises; (iii) The market study has been 
(iii) Study the feasi- carried out and the feasibility 
bility of setting up a study remains to be completed 
complex of integrated by FAO; 
forestry industries; 

Observations and reco11111endations 

The multicectoral assistance 
given to UC 'C b~ UNIDO and UNCTAD 
has had fa~~~rable effects even 
though there are still some 
studies to be undertaken. 
Extension of the projects is 
necessary for the short term. 

Within its structural adjustment 
progra11111e, the CAR decided to 
privatize that subsector. 
However, UOEAC plans to set up in 
the medium term a cattle, meat 
and fishing resource COll'lllunlty 
(CBVH), which will be responsible 
for developing the stock-breeding 
products of the subregion. The 
project should be withdrawn from 
the revised progr111111e. 

(a) Studies that have not been 
made on points (ii), (v) and 
(viii) should be continued. 
(b) CEPGL and the member 
countries should continue to seek 
funds for projects for which the 
studies have been conclusive. 
(c) Incomplete studies can be 
retained for implementation in 
the short term. 

""' .c 



Number, title and 
location of project 

S.4 Development of peat 
resources, CEPGL 
Secretarht, 
Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

Pr01110ters/ 
sponsors 

CEPGL 

Conclus;ons and rec0111nenda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 Observations and recOll'lllendatfons 

(iv) Study defining the 
conditions for exploit
ing peat bogs; 
(v) Study on integrated 
development of the 
fishing industry; 
(vi) Feasibility study on 
establishing a subregional 
progranme for production 
and distribution of 
selected rice, bean and 
soya seeds; 
(vii) Feasibility study on 
setting up a subregional 
pharmaceutical laboratory; 
(viii) Global study on a 
policy for integration of 
the transport systems of 
the CEPGL countries so as 
to "de-landlock" the 
subregion; 
(ix) Feasibility study 
on establishment of a 
training centre for the 
hotel business and tourism 
for CEPGL; 
(x) Evaluation by CEPGL 

A more thorough study to be 
undertaken dealing with an 
exhaustive inventory and 
evaluation of both qualita
tive and quantitative impor
tance of peat resources in 
the CEPGL subregion 

(iv) Study on conditions for 
exploiting the peat bogs are 
said to have been under
taken, but the findings 
have not yet been transmitted 
to CEPGL; 
(v) Pre-feasibility study 
has been completed. Studies 
to determine extent of fish 
reserves are under way; 
(vi) Study completed; 
(vii) The study has been undertaken 
and Burundi chosen 
as the location for the 
project; 
(vi~i) The selected subsectoral 
studies have been made and 
will be continued with funding 
under the UNDP fourth cycle. 
(ix) The study has been carried out and 
the authorities have opted for 
short-term training; 
(x) The CEPGL evaluation has 
been completed. 

A study, which is said to have been 
completed, on the exploitation of 
peat bogs in CEPGL member countries 
Including the east Zaire area, 
had not yet been transmitted to 
CEPGL. It was submitted to the 
meeting of Gisenyi-based ~LPOC 
ministers in February 1989. 

Since the study was made fn 
English, the member States are 
awaiting the French version In 
order to respond. However, the 
MULPOC ministers• meeting has 
requested that a map of the peat 
bogs be compiled; this could be 
selected 11 a project for 
implementation fn the short term. 

f
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Number, title and 
loc1tion of project 

S.S Assist1nce to CEPGL 
countries in the 
111nuf1cture of 
e 1 eel d ca 1 equi p111e11t, 
CEPGL Secret1riat, 
Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

S.6 Feasibility study 
on the 11anufacture 
of railway equipinent 
in the Central 
African subregion, 
Secretariat of the 
UAR 

S.7 Assistance to the 
Econ0111ic Connur.ity 
of Centr~l African 
States, ECCAS 
Secretariat, 
Libreville (Gabon) 

S.8 Assistance to the 
Subregional Hulti
sectoral Institute 
for Applied Technology 
(ISTA) for project 
planning and evalua
tion 
Libreville, Gabon 

Conclusions and reconrnend1-
tions of the Bujumbur1 Promoters/ 

sponsors meeting in J1nu1ry 1986 Action liken since J1nu1ry 1986 Observations ind reconrnendations 

CEPGL/Govern- Study to help 
ment of Rwanda identification, design and 

localization of project 
for electrical equipment 
manufacture 

Union of 
African 
Railways 
(UAR)/ECCAS 

ECCAS 

ISTA 

Study covering the 
Central African subregion 

Propose a prograrnne of 
work for ECCAS in the 
field of industry 

To assist ISTA in setting up 
a data bank for industrial 
projects using appropriate 
technology 

The Government of Rwanda had reques- At the request of the Government 
led the Gisenyi-based ECA/HULPOC to of Rwanda, a detailed study 
undertake the study. Meanwhile, a was carried ou~ by the Gisenyi
private local promoter had implemen- based ECA/"'-ILPOC and it is 
led the project establishing a unit expected that the study will be 
for the manufacture of electrical completed very soon. 
cables and wires on the basis of a 
market study of the subregion. The 
project went into opera.ion in 1989. 

No action taken. 

A UNIDO-backed study entitled 
"Technical rtport: Economic 
co-operation and integrated 
industrial development in 
ECCAS - proposal for an Initial 
phase" was carried out in April 1 88 

(a) 70 students out of 99 have 
their di pl omu; 
(b) 3 manuals for the design 
office have been completed; 
(c) Some sectoral studies and 
conrnunity project feasibility 
studies for UDEAC have been 
carried out. A tripartite (UNOP/ 
ISTA/UNIDO) meeting was held in 
October 1989 in Libreville (Gabon) 
with a view to approving a revised 
project within the framework of the 
fourth UNDP prograrnnlng cycle. It 
is expected that the revised project 
document will be signed very soon. 

In view of the importance of 
equipment and spare parts to the 
railway network in the subregion, 
it would be worthwhile selecting 
the project for implementation 
In the short term and seeking 
funds for the studies reconrntndtd. 

The study diagnosed the 
regional Industrial sector, but 
did not put forward a master plan 
for Industrialization of the 
subregion. The need to prepare 
an industrial master plan is 
highly emphasized. 

ISTA has been able to operate so 
far thanks to external assistance 
from outside (France, Belgium and 
UNOP). Further assistance under 
the UNDP fourth cycle is necessary 
in order to consolidate what has 
been done. 

t-



NUlllber, title and 
location of project 

Pr0111oters/ 
sponsors 

S.9 Assistance to the AIPO 
African Intellectual 
Property 
Organization (AIPO), 
AJPO headquarters, 
Yaounde (Caineroon) 

Conclusions and reconmenda
tions of the Bujumbura 
meeting in January 1986 Action taken since January 1986 

Strengthen resources of 
AIPO and member States 
in promotion 9f 
intellectual property as 
a technological component 
of industrial activities 

Funds intended for implementing 
this project are available. 
Some of them have been used to 
buy documents on intellectual 
property. 

Observations and rtconmtndations 

Impltmentation of the project 
stems to have bttn slowed down by 
administrative problems which 
should bt settled and 10 
enable the project to be 
implemented in lhe short tenn. 

i· 
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Annex III 

Pro1ect profiles retained in the revised proqranwne 

PROJECT PROFILE NO. 

SUBSECTOR: Chemical industry 

PRIORITY: Short-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project title: Exploitation of methane gas from Lake Kivu, Zaire, Rwanda 

2. Objective: To exploit Lake Kivu methane gas and to replace subregional imports by supplying 
nitrogenous fertilizers, methanol and fuel (gas) for vehicles 

3. Promoter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 
sponsor status demand by by product 

8. Energy product 
4. Location 6 . hmed ia te 13. Total 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment 

3. Governments 5. Technological 7. The methane reserves 10. To be ascertained 12. Will be determined 
of Zaire and and distribution of Lake Kivu are in a feasibility by the choice of 
Rwanda studies made estimated at study technique 

60,000 million cubic 
4. Gisenyi 6. Feasibility metres dissolved in 11. CEPGL and 13. To be determined 

(Rwanda} and study for water neighbouring in a feasibil~ty 
Kalchie construction of countries study 
(Zaire) the collection 8. Energy available 

station 
9. Physical infrastructure 

to be developed 

14. Additional information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already made and 
type of participation sought by 
member States 

14. It has been observed that Burundi 
has expressed the wish to hold 
shares in the International Gas 
Exploitation, Transport and 
Marketing Company, SOCIGAZ, tht 
statutes of which have been 
prepared by a joint Zaire-Rwanda 
conmission and are awaiting 
adoption by the Heads of State of 
the two countries. Burundi has 
also expressed the wish that the 
Za1rt-Rwanda Joint Methane 
Conmission should be tripartite 

&'-
'-



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 2 

SUBSECTOR: Ch111ical industry 

1. Project title: Production of phosphate fertilizers, Burundi 

2. Objective: To ~anufacture fertilizers from phosphates 

3. Pr01110ter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 
sponsor status 

4. Location 6. Innediate 
8. Energy 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. Governinent 5. Treat~ent tests 7. Phosphate deposit at 
of Bur1.ndi started in 1987, Matongo 

with funding by 
4. 11.ltongo the World Bank 8. Energy available. The 

(Burundi) Rwegura hydroelectric 
6. Fusibility da~ about 20 km from 

study, If the Hatongo generates 18 foM 
test results with a 6 foM surplus 
show that 
phosphate 9. Physical Infrastructure 
fertll hers to be developed 
could be 
produced 

N.B. Item 10 ~•Y be changed after the market study is updated. 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. CEPGL demand 
envisaged per 
product: 
29,000 t/y of 
P205 

11. CEPGL market and 
that of countries 
outside CEPGL 

PRIORITY: Short-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

arrangements already made and 
13. Total typ• of participation sought by 

in¥tstment member States 

12. To be ascertained 14. (a) ADB was approached and 
in a feasibility agreed to finance the feasibility 
study studies which could start before 

the end of 1989. The terms of 
13. To be ascertained reference have already bten 

in 1 feasibility submitted to ADB for approval: 
study (b) Foreign financing will be 

sought for building the unit. 
The Intermediate ~1terl1ls not 
available locally such 11 sulphur 
nitric acid will be Imported from 
countries of the subregion on 1 
priority basis 
(c) Close co-ordination with slml-
lar projects In C1111eroon and the 
Congo should be maintained. 

&'-
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 3 

SUI: ~TOR: Chetnical industry 

1. P- 1•ct t;tl•: Establishm•nt of a laboratory for pharmaceutical products, 
Central African Republic 

2. Objective: To develop on th1 basis of a pilot project, the producti~n of 

PRIORITY: Short-t1nn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

such drugs as anti~alarials, antibiotics, sulphoramides and vitamins as a preliminary phase 
prior to th1 creation of phannaceutical fonnulation units 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. UOEAC ~Central 
Afdcan 
Gov•rninent) 

4. Bangui 
(Central 
African 
Republic) 

S. Project 
status 

6. Innediate 
follow-up 

s. Fusibility 
study completed 

6. Adoption of 
statutes for 
company to be 
ut up 

7. Raw materials 10. Projected 
demand by 

8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. NU111erous plants 10. To be ascertained 
containing medicinal 
substances available 
on the spot 

8. Energy available 11. Subregional 
market 

9. Physical infrastructure 
to b1 developped 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
invutment 

12. 350 mil 11 on 
capsulu and 
10 million 
ampoules per year 

13. 2,000 million 
FCFA 

14. Additional lnfonnatlon 
including collaboration 
arrangements .11 ready made and 
type of participation sought by 
member Statu 

14. (a) It was decided In 1988 to 
entrust lmpl11111ntatlon of the 
project to a group of private 
oc1rators In th1 subregion. 
( ) Shareholding by foreign 
partners Is being sought. 

4:-
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 4 

SUBSECTOR: Cheinical industry 

1. Project title: Establishlnent of a phannaceutical 
phnt, Burundi 

2. Objective: To produce drugs in solid, 
set11i-solid, liquid and injectable fonn 

-
3. Pr0111oter/ 5. Project 7. Raw 111aterials 10. Projected 

sponsor status demand by 
8. Energy product 

4. Location 6. lnnediate 
fol lo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

--
3. GovernMnt 5. Subregional 7. Virtually all raw 10. See attached 

of Burundi 111arket study 1111terials have to be 1 ist 
c OlllP,. ted h11ported 
in 1987 

4 . Buj Ulllbu ra 6. Updatin? of 8. Energy available 
(Burundi) feasibi ity 

study ude by 9. Structural infrastructure 11. CEPGL member 
WHO in 1984 to be developed States and 

beyond 

N.B. Items 10, 11, 12 and 13 will be adjusted afte. updating of the feasibility study. 

PRIORITY: Mediutn-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
by product Including collaboration 

arrangements already made 
13. Total and type of participation 

Investment sought by member States 

12. Tablets: 24 million 14. (a) The project was approved 
capsules: 145,000 by the Conf erenc• of CEPGL 
ointments: 1,500 kg Heads of State In 1982; 
liquids: 49,000 1 (b) Contacts had bttn madt 
suppositories: 5,000 with ttchnologlcal and 
stdative stomach financial partners with 1 
powdtrs: 100,000 Yltw to funding tht studies 
(sachets) to be updattd and the 

lnvtstmtnts 
13 . $6 mil Hon 

/:"' 
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10. Demand foreseen per product 

1. Antibacterials: 

2. Antihel.minthics: 

3. Antimalarials: 

4. Analgesics and antiPYretics: 

5. Psychotropics: 

6. Drugs for the respiratory system: 

7. Drugs for the digestive system: 

8. Vitamins and mineral salts: 

9. Dermatological drugs: 

10. Hormones Coral contraceptives): 

11. Anti-hypertensives: 

28 million capsules 
3.25 million flasks 
20.6 billion tablets 

37 million tablets 
0.5 million flasks 

48 million tablets 
0.52 million flasks 

51.4 million tablets 

10.4 million tablets 
0.5 million suppositories 

1.9 million flasks 

4.5 million tablets 

13 million pills (dragees) 
5 million flasks 

1 million flasks 
0.383 million tubes 

96 million tablets 

0.5 million tablets 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 5 PRIORITY: Long-term 

SUBSECTOR: Chetnlcal Industry SUBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project t;tle: Upgrading potash deposits for t~e manufacture of 
chemicals, Congo 

2. Objective: To exploit the potash deposits in order 
to manufacture potash-derived chemical 
products 

3. Pr01110ter/ 5. Project 1. Raw mater;als 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional Information 
sponsor status demand by by product including collaboration 

8. Entrgy product arrangements already made and 
4. Location 6. l11111edlate 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment member States 

3. Governinent of 5. hploratlon of 1. The Congo potash 10. To be ascertained 12. To be determined 14. The Congo Potash Company Is a 
the Congo potash deposits deposits have been by studies In the feasibility joint company, the partners of 

estimated at 50 million study which are the People's Republic of 
tons. However, this the Confo and the Hlnl~ and 
remains to be further Chemlca Enterprise (E ), a i-speclflfed by re ·ch 11. Subregl ona 1 13. To be determined French company. :x. 

market, but this In the feasibility 
4. Hollts and 6. Continuation 8. Energy available remains to be study 

other places of exploration s pee I fl ed by a 
to be fixed to find other 9. Physical infrastructure market and 
in the Congo deposHs to be developed feasibility study 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 6 

SUBSECTOR: Chemical industry 

1. Project title: Production of calcium carbide, 
Rwanda 

2. Objective: To exploit abundant raw materials 
in the subregion, chiefly limestone, to produce 
calcium carbide and calcium cyanide (fertilizer) 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

S. Project 
status 

7. Raw materials 10. Projected 

4. Location 

3. Government of 
Rwanda 

4. Along Lake 
Kivu on the 
Kibuye side 

6. Innedhtt 
follow-up 

5. Study to define 
the project has 
been carried out 

6. Feasibility 
study has been 
carrhd out 

demand by 
8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. 9 million tons 10. To be ascertained 
of limes tone in in the feui-
Rwanda billty study 

8. Energy to be 11. Countries of the 
developed subrtgion 

9. Physical infrastructure 
to be developed. 

PRIORITY: Medium-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
Investment 

12.(a) 10,000 t/y of 
chalk; 

(b) 10,000 t/y of 
calcium carbide 

(c) 40,000 t/y of 
calcium cyanide 

13. To be ascertaintd 
in the feasi-
bi 11 ty study 

14. Additional Information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already made and 
type of participation sought by 
member States 

14. (a) The peat lint has been 
abandoned. It Is Intended to first 
use charcoal or coal to be 
Imported from Kaltml ~Zaire), 
and later, the methane g11 can be 
used; 
(b) According to the definition 1 • 

study, calcium carbide will .c 
be used in lamps for domestic 
lighting and will serve as the 
raw material for the production 
of calcium cyar.ldt, etc. The 
feasibility study could be financed 
by tht Europtan Otvelopmtnt Fund. 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 7 

SUBSECTOR: Ch1111ical industry 

1. Project title: Production of active ingredients for pesticides, Rwanda 

2. Objective: To produce active ingredients for the manufacture of pesticides 

3. ?romoter/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 
sponsor status demand by 

8. Energy product 
4. Location 6. J11111ediate 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

3. Government of S. Tenns of refer- 7. Local raw materials: 10. To be ascertained 
Rwanda ence for feasi- pyrethrum and kaolin in the study 

bility study 
sublnitted to 
UNDP 

4. I(; 6. Fusibility 8. Hydroelectric power 11. To be ascertained 
\ ···! ;t:; study to bt and water available in the study 

carried out 
9. Physical infrastructure 

to be developed 

PRIORITY: Htdium-ttrm 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

arrangements already made and 
13. Total type of participation sought by 

invutmflnt mtmhtr Stites 

12. To be d~ttrmintd 14. (1) UNDP stems to bt willing 
iro the study to finance the study; and 

(b) Contacts have bttn mad• with 
financial backers for 
participation in prlvatlaing 
and making ·:ew invt1tment1 

13. To bt determined 
in the study 

I.I' 
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 8 

SUBSECTOR: Cheinical industry 

PRIORITY: Medium-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project title: Establishment of a petrochemical complex for the manufacture of plastics, Gabon 

2. Objective: To develop the exploitation of Gabon's hydrocarbon resources for the integrated development of the petrochtm~cal industry and promote 
compleinentarity between of that and other industries in the subregion 

3. Pr01110ter/ 5. Project 1. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
sponsor status demand by by product including collaboration 

8. Energy product arrangements already made and 
4. Location 6. Innediate 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure Market investmunt member States 

3. Goverl\lllent of 5. Preli11inary 1. Hydrocarbons available 10. 40,000 t/y of 12. To be ascertained 14. (a) Studies undertaken In 1980 con-
Gabon study completed in Gabon. Intermediate PVC, of which in the study eluded that the UDEAC market was 

in i980 products to be imported 25. 000 t/y is too narrow for a project of this 
for UDEAC scope. It was suggested at the 

time that other studies geared 
4. Ubreville 6. Update the pre- 8. Energy available 11. ECCAS market 13. See item 12 towards PVC tubing should be 

(Gabon) li11inary study made. With the for11ation of 
within ECCAS in 9. Physical infrastructure ECCAS, there are grounds for 
order to define to be developed repeating the studies which 
the progranne could take all the Community 
of vork to be countries into 
perfor11ed account: 

(b) Funds for this compltmentary 
study are being soufht from 
international organ zations, such 
11 UNIDO and UNDP. 

.J• 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 9 

SUBSECTOR: Chem;cal ;ndustry 

1. Project title: Improvement of efficiency and product quality of the petroleum refinery, 
Congo 

2. Objective: 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. Government of 
the Congo 

4. Pointe Noire 
(Congo) 

To convert the existing refinery into a 
inultinational enterprise so as to upgrade its 
the utilization and 111eet the needs of 
the countries of the subregion 

S. Project 7. Raw materials 
status 

6. Innediate 
8. Energy 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

S. A study on up- 7. Oil is available 
grading the 
fefinery yield 
is under way 

6. Feasibility 8. Energy available 
study to be 
curied out 9. Existing infrastructure 

to be upgraded. 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. To be ascertained 
in the study 

11. To be ascertained 
in the study 

PRIORITY: Medium-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional infonn•tion 
by product including collaboration 

13. Total 
1rr1ng1111ents already ~•de and 
type of participation sought by 

investment member States 

12. Treatment of 14. (a) The project should be re-
1 million tons fonnulated as it relates in effect 
of oil per year to improving the output of the 

Point Noire refinery: U" ,,., 

13. To be ascertained 
(b) The Government ts looking for 
foreign investment partners 

in the study 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 10 

SUBSECTOR: Chemical industry 

1. Project title: Production of human vaccines in Central Africa, Cameroon 

2. Objective: To help the countries of the subregion to 
implement medical ca.re and i11111uniza.tion 
progrannes by creating in Cameroon capabilities 
for the production and quality control of vaccines 
for most transmitted diseases 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. Govern111ent 
of Cameroon 

4. Ga.roua. 
(Cameroon) 

5. Project 
status 

6. l11111tdh.tt 
follo-up 

5. Tht project is 
being i111plemented 

6. C0111Plete the 
physical infra.-
structure, 
receive the 
equipment and 
begin operations 

7. Raw materials 10. Projected 
demand by 

8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. Laboratory equipment and 10. Doses: 
chemical products are 1,056,000 BCG 
imported 4,224,000 DTP 

8. Power is available from 
4,224,000 polio 

vaccine 
the Garoua electric grid 1,056,000 vaccine 

against measles 
9. Physical infra.structure 

in process of construe- 11. Subregional market 
ti on 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

12. Set following 
page 

13. $1,300,000 

PRIORITY: Short-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Additional information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already ma.de and 
type of participation sought by 
mtmbtr States 

14. Tht project ts now at the imple
mentation stage. UNIDO is 
assisting tn tht purchase of 
laboratory equipment and supplies 
and chemical products a.s well as 
in training national 
personnel. 

V' 
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C. Capacity of the plant 

Capacity of the tetanus toxoid production olant 

Product~on technique: 

Fermentor: 

Capacity: 

Culture cycle: 

Humber of cultures per week: 

Toxoid sample titration: 

Recovery rate: 

Tetanus toxoid produced per 
fermentation cycle: 
in a year/40 weeks: 

Doses (10 Lf) of tetanus toxoid 
in a year: 

Capacity of preparation facility planned 

Fenaentation 

Bioreactor 

100 litres 

7 days 

One 

60 Lf/al (Limit of flocculation) 

70 per cent 

4 x 106 Lf 
10 x 107 Lf 

14,400,000/10 per cent filling loss 

Equipment: Preparation tank with stirrer 

Capacity/maximum volume 
per batch: 200 litres 

Production cycle: 2.5-3 days, depending on number of staff 

Bo. of preparation cycles per week: 1-2 

Equivalent of a batch of 200 1 expressed 
in series of 20 doses each of 10 ml: 20,000 

Filling losses: 

Spillage (5 per cent) 

Other losses (5 per cent) 

Maximum annual capacity/40 weeks: 

Capacity of planned filling facility 

Machine for washing ampoules 

Theoretical capacity: 

Capacity/70 per cent: 

1,000 

1.000 
18,000 doses per batch 

80 batches of 200 litres, or in series 
of 20 doses of 10 ml each: 
1,440,000 ampoules 

3,000 ampoules per hour 

2,100 ampoules per hour 
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Capacity per period of work (5.5 hours 
continuous operation): 11,500 ampoules 

Annual capacity (200 days): 2,300,000 ampoules 

Machine for washing the rubber joints 
and aluminium capsules 

Theoretical capacity (20 DD elements): 

Capacity: 

Hot-air sterilizer 

Theoretical capacity (20 ml ampoules): 

Capacity: 

Apparatus for filling and sealing 
ampoules 

5,000 per washing per hour 

5,000 per washing per hour 

10,000 per cycle of 3 hours 

10,000 per cycle of 3 hours 

Theoretical capacity: 3,000 ampoules per hour 

Capacity (70 per cent): 2,100 ampoules per hour 

Capacity per period of work (5.5 hours 
continuous operation): 11,550 ampoules 

Annual capacity (200 days): 2,300,000 ampoules 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 11 

SUBSECTOR: Chttnical industry 

1. Project title: Production of insecticides for domestic 
use, C&Nroon 

PRIORITY: Short-ten11 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

2. Objective: To product frOM raw 111aterials (imported and locally) insecticides for exterminating 
mosquitoes, cockroaches and other vermin in 
dwellings 

3. Pr0111oter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional 1nfonnat1on 
sponsor status demand by by product including collaboration 

B. Energy product arrangt111ent1 already made and 
4. Location 6. In11edi1tt 13. Total type of participation sought by 

fol lo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment member Statts 

3. Gover111111nt of 5. Pre-feasibility 7. Synthetic pyrethrum and 10. To be ascertained 12. 885 t/y after the 14. (a) The project was submitted by 
Cameroon studg completed inert products to be in the feasibility fifth year of the C1111eroon Government to the 

in 1 86 i1111>orted study production meeting for the promotion ?f 

4. Oouah, 6. Feasibility 8. Energy available 11. Subregional 13. 469 million FCFA 
joint-ventures of Isl1111lc countries 
at Istanbul (Turkey) In June 1987; 

C1111eroon studies to be market (b) The 1111eting proposed that 
undertaken 9. Physiclal Infrastructure C1111eroon should have 30 per cent 

to be constructed participation and that the rest of 
the holdings should be shared 
between tht ~rivate partners. 
(c) Whtn l111p tmtntlng tht project 
account should bt taken of the 
existing projects in Gabon and 
Burundi. 

V• 
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 12 PRIOR ITV: Long-tenn 

SUBSECTOR: Cheinical industry SUBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project title: Production of urea and &11111onia from gas, Cameroon 

2. Objective: To produce fertilizers from urea and &11111onia for the region 

3. Proinoter/ s. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
sponsor status demand by by product Including collaboration 

8. Energy product arrang1111ent1 already made and 
4. Location 6. Jnnediate 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment member States 

3. Governinent of 5. Feasibility 7. Gas from existing 10. To be determined 12. 1,500 t of urea, 14. Afr1em1nt on feasibility study 
C111eroon studies in pro- compounds by current ammonia per day 1 ready signed with a partner. 

grtss. study If the project is found viable, 

4. Kribi, 6. Count1r-1valua-
financing will be sought and 

8. Energy available 11. Subregional and 13. To be detennined project executed. 
C1111eroon t; on study by The project can be auto- world market by the study 

UNIOO after the noinous through its use 
feasibility study of gas turbine. 

9. All necessary infrastruc- •J> 

tures exist. 
__ , 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 13 

SUBSECTO~: Cht11ic1l i.1dustry 

1. Project title: Oevel~Ollltnt of the pesticides industry In UOEAC countrivs, UDEAC 

PRIORITY: Long-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

2. Objective: To produce pesticides in order to contribute to incr11sed 1gricultur1l production 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Loc1tion 

3. UOEAC 

4. To be deter
mined 

S. Project 
st1tus 

7. R1w 1111teri1ls 10. Projected 
demand by 

8. Energy product 
6. I11111dil te 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

S. Feasibility 7. Available 
study carried out 
in 1987. 

6. (a) E•tension of 8. Energy 1vailable 
1111rket study to 
ECCAS countries: 
(b) Study on the 
pouibility of 
producing active 9. All necessary infrastruc-
cuprics; lures ••isl. 
(c) In-depth 
study on pestici-
des production in 
Chad by utilizing 
cotton oi 1 ; 

10. To be determined 
by current 
study 

11. UDEAC and ECCAS 
market 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

12. To be determined 

13. To be determined 

14. Additional infonnation 
including collaboration 
arrang1111ent1 already m1de and 
type of participation sought by 
m1111b1r States 

14. The Conference of Ministers of 
Agriculture of UJEAC hid 
rec0111111nd1d further studies on 
the project at their meeting held 
in Malabo In 1986. The study on 
the extension of the project for 
ECCAS countries was comp1eted in 
October 1988. The report deals 
essentially with the analysis of 
the p11tlcide1 111arket in CEPGL 
countries and Sao Tom' and 
Principe, with an Inventory of the 
availability of raw 1111terials for 
the production of pesttcidts and 
with an evaluation of the e•istlng 
or projected production units. 

"' :f: 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 14 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-r1lat1d industries SllBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project title: Conversion of th• sugar mills of Bom Jesus and the production 
of yeast, Angola 

2. Objective: To rehabilitate and enlarge the e•isting 

PRIORITY: Short-term 

sugar mills as well as diversify their production 

3. Pr01110ter/ S. Project 1. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional infonnation 
sponsor st&tus demand by by product Including collaboration 

B. Energy product arrangements already made and 
4. Location 6. hmediate 13. Total typ• of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment mMibtr States 

3. Gover11111ent of S.(a) The yeast plant 1. Th• ••isting sugar 10. (a) 3,000 t/y of 12.(a) 2,600 t/y of 14.(a) The rehabilitation proiect for 
Angola is at th• r1habili- mills produce enough yeast: yeast: the y1a1t plant is at the mple-

tat ion stag•; molasses for the (b) To be ascer- (b) To be a1c1r- mentation stage thanks to UNDP 
(~) T1chno-1con0111ic y1ast plant tain•d in the tat ntd in the funding of $2 million, with UNIOO as 
pr1-f1asibility study reconversion feasibility study the •••cutlng ag•nc~: 
for the IOlll J1sus study on r•ceinvers ion (b) As soon as th• overnment's 
mi 11 has b11n 8. En1rgy available decision it known r1gardlng the tgp• 
complet•d of crop to be grown over the 1,30 

4. Ca•ito, 6.(a) Follo-up to 9. Physical infrastructure 11.(a) Local market 13.(a) $2 million for h1ctar11 to replace sufar cane, 
BOlll Juus and work at the building to be d1velop1d and for yeast: rehabilitating the financial as1istanc1 w 11 be 
Luanda sit• and hand-ov•r upgraded (b) To be ascer- yeast plant; n11d1d to fund the feasibility 
(Angola) of the y1ast plant; tained in the (b) To be ascer- studi1s. Collaboration arrange-

(b) R1spons1 by the reconversion taintd in the ments r1latlng to the provision of 
Govern111nt to study feasibility study know-how and equipment and In the 
feasibility study on reconversion area of training are sought by 
on reconversion Angola 

u• 
.c 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 15 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

1. Project t;tle: Establishllent of a distillery, Burundi 

2. Objective: To derive alcohol frOlll molasses pr~duced 
by the Mosso sugar mill 

J. Pr0110ter/ 
sponsor 

5. Project 
statui. 

7. Raw materials 10. Projected 

4. Location 

J. GoverN11ent 
of Burund\ 

6. lnnediate 
f'o11o-up 

5. Mobilization of 
funds for uf1ating 
the feasibi ity 
stud~ carried out 
in 1 85 

4. Mosso, near 6. lJ?datiny of 
the sugar mill feasibi ity study 

demand by 
8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. 6,800 t/y of molasses 10. (a) Mot~r spirit: 
will be produced by 1,977 111 in a fully 
the sugar mill operational ye•r: 

(b) Pharmaceutical 
and industriai 

8. Electrical energy alcohol: 53 111 
available starting frOlll the 

fi rs t year of 
9. The distillery will production 

have the benefit of the 
sugar mill infrastruc- 11. CEPGL market 
ture (asphalt r~ad, 
power and •ater) over 
and above those to be 
developed 

NB: lte111s 10, 11, 12 and 13 may be changed after updating the study. 

PRIORITY: Short-ten11 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
Investment 

12. 2,030,000 litres 
of alcohol per 
year 

13. 434,153,840 FBU 

14. Additional information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already made and 
type of participation sought by 
m811'1ber States 

14. The Mosso sugar mill started up In 
1988; 
(a) Need for funds to update 
feasibility study; 
(b) Should ther~ not be a techno
logical and financial partner, 
financing of technical assistance 
and personnel training will be 
requested; 
(c) Investlllent funds are being 
sought 

O' 
c 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 16 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

Project title: Connunity dairy products project, Zaire 

2. Objective: To ineet the basic needs of the populations 
of the subregion, reduce the import of dairy 
products and use 111ilk produced in the 
Hasisi area 

3. Pr01110ttr/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 
sponsor status 

4. Location 6. I11111ediate 
8. Energy 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. GoverNNnt S. Feasibility study 7. Cow's 111ilk 1 to the 
of Zaire COlllPleted extent, available 

in Hasisi 
4. Goma (Zaire) 6. Engineering study (117,000 l/d) 

and upgrading of 
111Uk collection B. Energy available 
roads 

9. Physical infrastructure 
to be developed, 
especially the roads 
used during the 111ilk 
round, funds for which 
art being negociated 
by Zaire 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. 95,000 litres of 
111ilk per day 

11. CEPGL countries 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

1rr1nget11ents already 111ade and 
13. Total type of p1rti~ip1tion sought by 

investment 1111111ber States 

12. J0,000 litres of 14. Participation by foreign partners 
fresh 111ilk per day 
for producing 

is being sought. COl has 
been approached for help in finding 

pasteurized 111ilk 1 partners and funds for engineering 
butter, yoghurt studies 
and cheese 

13. To bt ascertained 
after the engineer-
ing study and 
i111provet11ent of the 
roads used on the 
111ilk round 

"" 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 17 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- an~ agro-related industries 

1. Project title: Creation of an agro-industrial coinplex 
processing c1ss1va, Central African Republic 

2. Objective: To produce cassava flour and by
products (starch, glucose, adhesives) 

3. Pr01110ter/ S. Prr.ject 7. Raw materials 
sponsor st•tus 

8. Energy 
4. Loc1tion 6. lnnediate 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. Govern111ent S. No 1111rked 7. Raw materials available 
of the progress 
Central 
African 8. Energy available 
Republic 6. Updatiny of 

feasibi ity study 
4. Boali (Cen- 9. Physical infrastructure 

tral African to bt developed 
Republic) 

10. Projected 12. r.,oaclty 
demand by D~ product 
product 

13. Total 
11. Market investment 

PRIORITY: Medi11111-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Additional infonnation 
including collaboration 
arrangtt11ents already 111ade and 
type of participation sought by 
111elllber States 

10. To be ascertained 12. To be ascertained 14. In view of the i111Portance assigned 
in studies in studies to self-sufficiency in food in the 

subregion, funds for pur~oses of 
studies and invest1111nt 111Ust bt 

11. Subregional market 13. Set itttn 12 sought among financial backers and 
potential partners 

a-
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 18 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

1. P~oject title: Integrated development of the fish-processing industry, CEPGL 

2. Objective: T~ exploit fish resources 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

in the subregion and establish a 
fish canning industry 

S. Project 
st&tus 

6. Inned i ate 
follo-up 

7. R1w Materi1ls 10. Projected 
dem1nd by 

8. Energy product 

9. Physic1l infrastructure 11. Market 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Tot&l 
investment. 

PRIORITY: Short•ttnn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Additional information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already Made and 
type of participation sought by 
Member States 

3. CEPGL S.(a) Study 
financed by 
France now under 
way to d1t1r11ine 
fish reserves 

7. The numerous water
way~ in the subregion 
contain enormous 

10. To be ascertained 12. To be ascertained 14. (a) While waiting the results 

4. To be 
detennined 

in Lakes 
hnganyika, 
Mobutu and 
ldi Allin; 
(b) Study 
financed by 
FAO under way to 
det1r11i ne the 
evolution of fish 
resources in the 
Grut .1kes in 
the subregion. 

fish resources, of which 
stock should be taken. 

6. Feasibility 8. Energy 1vail1hle 
study to be under-
t&ken if the 
results of the 
studies &re 
positive 

9. Physical infra
structures to be 
developed 

in the feasibility in the feasibility 
study study 

11. Countries of 
the subregion 

13. Ste item 12. 

of the studies Mentioned In (5), It 
has been reconnended that sma11-
1cale fishing and 111111-industrial 
fishing should be developed, 
together with a refrigeration 
system for preserving the fish; 
(b) If the studies under way 
conftnn the existence of large fish 
resources, financial participation 
by foreign partners In the 
feasibility studies and invest
ment will be sought 

a-
'-' 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 19 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

1. Project title: Integrated forest products complex, CEPGL 

2. Objective: To exploit local forestry resources for the production of 
wood products (sawn wood, plywood and panels) 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. CEPGL 

4. Kisangani 
(la ire) 

S. Project 7. Raw 11~torials 10. Projected 
status demand by 

8. Energy product 
6. In11diate 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

S. Financial and 7. The subregion has 10. To be ascertained 
feasibility severa 1 hundl'"ed in the feasi-
studies under million hectares of bil ity Study 
way forest land 

6. Workshop consist- 8. Energy soul'"ce 11. Subregional 
ing of FAO, near Kisangani market 
representatives airpol'"t 
of 111111ber 
countries, CEPGL 9. Physical infrastructure 
and Gisenyi-based to be developed 
f'lJLPOC to eva-
1 uate the finan
cial and feasi
bility studies 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12 . Capacity 14. Addhional infomation 
by product including cc'laboration 

arrangements already made and 
13. Total type of participation sought by 

investment member States 

12. A capaci§Y of 14. (a) Funding of some of the Invest-
10,000 m per 11ents from outside sources has 
year is planned, been 11oblllaed; 
with the poss i- (b) Arrangements for share-
bility of raising holding by foreign partnel'"I ll'"e 
the fi guse to believed necessary, and an approach 
20,000 "' /y by has been 11ade along these lines 
the year 2000 

13. To be ascertained 
in the feasibility 
study 

"" f-



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 20 PRIORITY: Htd t 11111-tt nn 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agru-r~la~ed industries SUBREGION: Central Afrtca 

1. Project title: Rehabilitation and expansion of 
the sugar sector, Angola 

2. Objective: To r1habi 1i tate two sugar mn ls (the "First of Hay" 
and "Fourth of February"} in the Bengola region so as to meet 
the urgent needs of the population 

3. Pr01110ter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
sponsor status demand by by product including collabcrat1on 

8. Energy product arrangeinents already made and 
4. Location 6. ln11diate 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment member States 

3. Governinent 5. Tenns of 7. The sugar plantations 10. To be ascertained 12. 45,140 t/y for 14. In the hope of encouraging private 
of Angola reference for an provide the raw in the rehabili- the "Fourth of initiative, the Government 

i nternati ona 1 materials talion and February" mi 11 is looking for participation 
call for bids expansion study after expan1ton, by for1tgn private enterprises 
for shareholding and 30,000 t for tn the two 1u,ar companies. 
or sale the "First of Hay" Hort than 15 oretfn a-

mill after ent1rprt1e1 have a ready put VO 

expansion in t1nd1r1 and the opening of 
b1d1 wtll take place after 
8 August 1989 together with 
sel1ctton of the partners 

4. Caxito, 6. Opening of bids, 8. Energy available 11. Subregional 13. To be ascertained 
Bengola selection of market by the study 
Province partners and 9. Existing pt.ysical 

rehabilitation infrastructure to be 
study improved 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 21 

SUBSrCTOR: 

1. Project title: 

2. Objective: 

3. Promoter/ 
sponsor 

4. Loca.tion 

3. Governinent 
of Sao Tome 
a.nd Principe 

4. Sa.o Tome 

Agro- and agro-related industries 

E t• >lishlnent of a distillery, 
S.h fOllle and Principe 

To produce alcohol from suga~ cane molasses 

5. Project 7. Raw ma.teria.ls 
status 

8. Energy 
6. Ill'lftediate 

follo-up 9. Physical infra.structure 

5. Pre-feasibility 7. Sugar cane cultiva.tion 
studies under to be developed 
wa.y 

6. Complete the 8. Energy will be produced 
prefeasibHity from cane stalks and 
study residue 

9. Physcial infrastructure 
to be developed 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. To be ascertained 
in the studies 

11 . Subregi ona 1 
market 

PRIORITY: Medium-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Ca.pa.city 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

arrangements already made and 
13. Total type of participation sought by 

investment member States 

12. To be ascertained 14. The African Development Bank 
in the studies has already been approached un 

respect of funding the project. 
200 hectares art available 

13. See item 12 for growing sugar cane and 
the overnment is seeking 
participation by national 
private parties. 

~ 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 22 PRIORITY: Short- and mtdium-ttnn 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries SUBREGION: Central Africa 

1. Project t;tle: Sanginelima wood-processing project and production of particle board, Cameroon/UDEAC 

2. ObjecHve: To ensure effective exploitation of forest resources and 
increase local production of wood 

3. Pr0111oter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materi~ls 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional inforwiation 
sponsor status dtfftand by by product including collaboration 

8. Energy product arrangt111tnt1 already made and 
4. LocaHon 6. lnnediate 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment mtmbtr States 

3. Govern111ent 5. Pre-feasibility 7. Wood is available in 10. To bt ascertained 12. ( i) Forest 14. (a) Tht project was submitted to 
of C1111eroon/ study completed abundance in the feasibility 111ploita'·ion: the mttting on tht pr0111otion of 
UDEAC study 90,000 1113 p4tr joint-vtnturts of Isl1111ic countries 

year of logs; at Istanbul (Turkey) in Ju~• 1987 
( H) saying: b~ the Government of Cameroon: 
50,000m /y of ( ) The project has bten included 
logs in tht fourth fivt-ytar developn1ent 

plan. 
4. Sangmelima and 6. Search for part- 8. Energy available 11. Subregional 13. To bt dettnnined (c) Participation by foreign part- O' 

Yaounde, ners to implement market in the study ntrs may reach 49 per cent of the ... 
Cameroon tht project and 9. Physical infrastructure holdings of tht future c0111pany. 

prepare the to be developed (d) The consolidated project should 
feas;b;l;ty study bt i111pl1111tnttd in two phases. 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 23 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related ;ndustr;es 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Afr1ca 

1. Project t;tle: Produ~tion unit for ch;ldren's food, Cameroon 

2. Object;ve: To produce food based on maize, soya, 
milk, vitainins and mineral salts so 
as to meet the nutritional needs of 
children 

3. PrOll'loter/ 
sponsor 

S. Project 
status 

7, Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 
by product 

4. Location 

3. Governinent 
of Caineroon 

4. Yaounde, 
Cameroon 

6. lnnedhte 
follo-up 

5. Pre-feas;bil;ty 
and 111rk1t 
studiH have 
been complltted 

demand by 
8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 
13. Total 

~nvestw.ent 

7. Maize is grown locally. 
Conversely, most of the 
other raw mater1als will 

10. To be ascertained 12. (1) 2,464 t/r of 
in the feasibility food for chi dren: 
study (b) 379 t/y of 

be imported cattle fHd 

6. Feasibility stud1 8. Energy available 11. Subreg1onal 13. 730 m1111on FCFA 
and mobilization market 
of partners ;n 9. Phys1cal i~frastructure 
progress. to be developed 

14. Add1t1onal 1nfonnat1on 
1nclud1ng collaborat1on 
arrangements already made and 
type of part1c1patlon sought by 
member States 

14. (a) The project has been Included 
among the pr1or1ty projects by the 
Governinent and 1n Apr11 1988 
was accepted under Regulation C 
(small- and med1um-scale 
enterpr1111) of the Cameroon 
lnvesttnent Code; 
(b) Several flnanc1al lnstltut1ons 
have been approached and have 
agreed to fund part of the 
investment. 
(c) When 1mplement1ng the project, 
account should be taken of the 
t•lst1ng plants 1n Burundi and 
Zaire. 

O' 
0: 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 24 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

1. Project t;tle: Establishinent of a tannery, Chad 

2. Objective: Treatment of cow and goat skins 

3. Pr01110ter/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 
sponsor stitus 

4. location 6. I11111edhte 
8. Energy 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. Governinent 5. Pre-feasibil;ty 7. Availability of untawed 
of Chad studies cow and goat skins 

completed 

4. N'Djuiena, 6. (a) C011pletion of 8. Energy available 
Chad full feas;bi 1 tty 

study; 9. Phys;cal infrastructure 
(b) Search for 
technical part-

to be developed 

ners. 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. To be specified 
in the study 

11. Countries of the 
subregion 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
Investment 

PRIORITY: Long-ttnn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Additional f nfonnatfon 
Including collaboration 
arran91111ents already made and 
type of particfpatfon sought by 
mt111ber States 

12. To be specified In 14. This project ts classified a 
the study; prioritf project within the 

natlona progr1111111e for the 
development of live-stock by-
products. 

13. See point 12. 

a-
,J:; 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 25 

SUBSECTOR: Agro- and agro-related industries 

l. ~roject title: Develop11tent of cattle and fish resources in UDEAC countries, UDEAC 

PRIORITY: Long-ttnn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

2. Objective: To rehabilitate slaughter-houses and c011111ercialize meat in UDEAC countries 

3. Pr0110ter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. UOEAC 

S. Project 
st&tus 

6. linnediate 
fol lo-up 

7. Raw 11aterhls lC1. Projected 
demand by 

8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 1~. Market 

S. Pre-feasibility 7. Available 
stud its 

10. 25,000 t of meat 
per country 

completed 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

14. Additional infonnation 
including collaboration 
arrang1111tnt1 already made and 
type of participation sought by 
mtlllbtr Stat•• 

12. Chad: 60,000t/y 14. Tht project receives high interest 
Central African by tht countries in tht subregion. 
Republic: 60,000t/y 

4. Several UDEAC 6. Rehabilitation of 8. Energy available 11. Countries of the 13. To be dettnnintd 
countries existing subregion 

slaughter-houses 9. Physical infrastructure 
in Bangui and available. 
N1 Dj1111ena 

~· ~ 
~ 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 26 

SUBSECTOR: Engineering industries 

1. Projtct title: An agricultural machinery project, UDEAC 

PRIORITY: Lon9-ttn11 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

2. Objective: To produce agricultural 11&chinery and implttnents for increasing agricultural dtvelopment in tht UDEAC countrlts 

3. Proinoter/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional lnforwiation 
sponsor status demand by by product Including collaboration 

8. Energy product arrangtmtnt1 already made and 
4. Location 6. l1Wtdhte 13. Total type of participation sought by 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market lnvt1tment mttnber Statt1 

3. UDEAC S. Prt-ftasibility 7. Available 10. To bt dettn11lned 12. To be dettrmlntd 14. Projtct nted1 a market 1tudr and 
stud its In the study In tht study pre-feasibility and ftaslbl lty 
to be undertaken 1tudtes of a C011111Unlty plant for 

the oroductlon of agr cultural 

4. To be deter- 6. To be deterwiined 8. Energy available 
machinery and h11pl1111ent1, taking 

11. Countries of the 13. To bt dtten11lned Into account tht txlstlng or 
11ined in the study. subregion In the study pl anntd pl ants. 

9. Phys1cal Infrastructure 
avatlablt. ,, 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 27 

SUBSECTOR: Building 111&terials 

1. Project title: Reactivation of the Katana 
cttnent plant, Zair~ 

2. Objective: To rehabilite and expand the Katina cement 
plant so as to increase production and enable it to 
~eet the needs of CEPGL member countries 

). P•llftlOter/ 
sponsor 

4. Location 

3. Goverl\llllnt of 
Zaire 

4. Katina 
( Zli re) 

S. Project 
status 

6. I11111edhte 
fol lo-up 

S. Study on the 
production of 
clinker at Katana 
under way 

6. Funding of 1 
cHnker furnace 
ind accessories 

7. Raw materials 

8. Energy 

9. Physical infrastructure 

7. Major limestone 
depos i ts in the 
environs of Katana 

8. Plant was using peat, 
but it is planned to 
utilize methane 

9. Physical infra-
structure twists. A 
clinker furnace is to 
be installed to make 
clinker which previously 
came from Kabina, and the 
lack of which caused the 
plant to close down in 
Apri1 1989. 

1n Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Market 

10. To be ascertained 
in the study 

11 . Subrtgi ona 1 
market 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. C•paclty 
by product 

13. Total 
inv11t111ent 

12. 60,000 tly 
initially 

13. To be ascertained 
in the study 

14. 

14. 

Additional lnfonnatlon 
Including collaboration 
arrangements already 111ade and 
type of participation sought by 
member States 

Zaire ii 1eeking to secure equity 
participation and 
to conclude trade arrangements 
with the countries of the sub
region 

~1 ,_. 
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 28 

SUBSECTOR: Building 111&teri1ls 

1. Project t;tle: Expansion of the Mashyuza cement plant 
CEPGL 

2. Objective: To produce ce111ent from local 
litnestone so as to meet the netds 
of the subregion 

3. PrOlllOttr/ S. Project 7. Raw mattrials 
sponsor status 

8. Energy 
4. Location 6. l111Mdi1te 

follo-up 9. Physical in,rastructure 

3. Govern111ent of S.(a) Studies on 7. Major limestone 
~wand a the expansion deposits in the 

carried out country; gyp•u111 
(b) Machinery and to be i111Porttd 
packaging 
equip111ent already 
installed 

4. Hashyuu 6.Equiptnent 8. The c1111ent plant now 
(Rwanda) for the expansion uses imported fuel, 

ordered; but it ts planned to 
utilize methane 

9. Existing infrastructure 
should be upgraded 

-

10. Projected 
d11111nd by 
product 

11. Market 

~O. To be determined 

11. CEPGL countrits 

PRIORITY: Short-ten11 

SUBREGION: Central A'rtca 

12. Capacity 14. Addtttonal tn,on11atton 
by product tncludtng collaboration 

13. Total 
arrangements already made and 
type o' parttctpatton sought by 

tnvtst111tnt metllber Stattl 

12. 70,000 t/y at 14. (1) The pla~t ts the result of 
prt1ent, co-operation with China and a 
100,000 t/y a't•r 111anagt111tnt contract h11 bttn signed 
expansion with a Chin••• C0111Pany. 

(b) The initial capac ty of the 
plant (50,000 t/g) has been In-
creased to 75,00 t/y during the 

13. To bt ascertained 
expansion. 
(c) Production will bt increased 
to 100,000 t/y in order to serve 
not only Rwanda (e1ti1111t1d at 
50,000 t/y) but also the other 
CEPGL countrit1. 

I 

~· l..J 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 29 

SU8SECTOR: Building m1t1ri1ls 

PRIORITY: Short-t1nn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

l. Project title: E•pansion and diversification of production at 1 glass manufacturing plant, 
~ongo 

2. Objective: To convert and 1nl1~g• the existing plant 
into 1 11Ultin1tional 1nt1rpris1 so as to meet the 
needs of the subregion 

3. PrOlllOttr/ 5. Project 7. Raw materials 
sponsor status 

&. Energy 
4. Location 6. Illlllldhte 

follow-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. Govern1111nt S. The r1habili- 7. Sand deposits in 
f the Congo talion study hu 1nnediate proximity 

bten completed ch1111ical products 
to be ilnported 

4. Pointe Noire 6. Govern11ent 8. Electrical energy 
(Co"go) decision and IV&ihble 

funding of work-
ing capital of 9. Infrastructure av1il1bl1 
160 million FCFA 
for re-starting 
the plant, 
or at least one 
production line 

10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Addtttonal tnfonnatton 
dem.and by by product including collaboration 
product arran91111ent1 already m1d1 and 

13. Total type of participation sought by 
11. Market inv11tment mltllber StatH 

10. To be determined 12. 16,000 t/y for on• 14. (a) Ob1ol1t1 1qutp111ent, 
production 1tn1. Mltllbtr Stat11 1 failure to 
It ts planned to honour C011111it1111nts 

11. S.Jbregi onal ra~s• this figure and financial difficulties 
market to 19,000 t/y conftnn that the project should be 

r1fonnulat1d 11 "r1habillt1tlon 
13. To be ascertained of the Pointe Notre glassworks, 

Congo": 
(b) The Congo ts looking for funds 
frOfll abroad tn the fonn of holdings 
or loans to r1habilit1t1 the 
plant 
(c) UNIDO ts called upon to assist 
in carrying out 1 study of the 
9la11 industry, 11p1cl1lly Its 
market, in the subregion. 

_, 
I· 
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PROJECT PROFILE NO. 30 

SUBSECTOR: Building •aterials 

1. Project title: Establishlntnt of a c1r1111ics plant, 
Burundi 

2. Objective: To product sanitary 1quipM1nt, fine 
porcelain and 1n11111l to 1111et the needs 
of the subregion 

3. Pr0111oter/ 
sponsor 

S. Project 
status 

7. Raw 1111t1rials 10. Projected 

4. Location 

3. Goverrvnent of 
Burundi 

4. Hatongo or 
Ngozi 
(Burundi) 

6 . Inned h ti 
follow-up 

S. Exploration for 
additional 
111aterials 
(quartzite, 
feldspar, 
dol0111ite) 
under way 

6. Market and 
feasibility 
studies to be 
Nde 

demand by 
8. Energy product 

9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. The Vyenwa kaolin 10. To be ascertained 
reserves are 1sti111at1d in the studies 
at 16.32 111illion tons. 
The Matongo kaolin 
reserves are also 
consiJerable. Quartzite, 
feldspar and dol011ite 
reserves are proven 

8. Rwegura d1111. A middle- 11. Subregional 
voltage line will be market, particu-
carried as far as hrly Zaire 
Matongo 

9. Physical infrastructure 
to be developed 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

: ;i:. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

12. To be ascertained 
in the studies 

13. Ste Hem 12 

14. Additional infor'lllation 
including collaboration 
arrang11111nts already made and 
type of participation sought by 
member States 

14. (a) Tests have been carried out on 
the 111anufactur1 of s1111pl1 teacups, 
plates and pottery; 
(b) The Burundi Government has 
already applied for specific 
assistance frOfll UNDP in order to: 
(1) undertake feasibility and 
engineering study; (ii) execute 
the project. 
It has also applied to other finan
cing agencies. 

_, 
V' 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 31 

SUBSECTOR: Building 111&terials 

1. Project title: Establishllent of a cetnent plant, Chad 

2. Objective: To 1119et the local and sugregional demand for 
cttnent 

3. Pr0111oter/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 
sponsor status 

8. Energy 
4. location 6. l11111ediatt 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 

3. Government S. Prelil1inary 7. Limestone deposits 
of Chad studies in the Mayo Kebbi region 

c ClllP \ e ttd art proven 

4. Hayo Kebbi 6. Feasibility 8. Energy to be developed 
region (Chad) s tudi ts to be 

undertaken 9. Physical infrastructure 
to be developed 

10. Projected 12. Capacity 
demand by by product 
product 

13. Total 
11. Market investment 

PRIORITY: Medium-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Add~tional infonnation 
including collaboration 
arrangttnents already made and 
type of participation sought by 
mttnber States 

10. To be ascertained 12. To be ascertained 14. In the course of its reconstruction 
Chad uryentll needs building in the study in tht study 
mattria s. 1v1ral cont1ct1 have 
b1tn made with financial backers 

11. Subregional market 13. See ittm 12 and friendly countries such as 
China with respect of funding the 
studie1 and implttntnting the 
project. Considering the number of 
cement plants in tht subregion, 
ECCAS, in con1ultation with CEPGL, 
UDEAC and with the assistance of 
UNlDO, should carr~ out 1 c0111pr1-
htnsive study of t t cement 
industry in the subregion. 

-· Ct 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 32 

SUBSECTOR: Building 11at1rials 

l. Project title: Plant for the manufacture of flat glass, Cameroon 

2. ObjecHve: To product in the UDEAC/ECCAS subregion glass need for building 

3. Pr0111oter/ 5. Project 7. Raw 11aterials 10. Projected 
sponsor status demand by 

8. Energy product 
4. Location 6. IN!ediate 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

3. Govern111ent 5. Contacts being 7. Local raw materials: 10. To bt ascertained 
of Cameroon 1111d1 with using syenitic nepheline in the feasibility 

partners at Eboudja study 

4. Cou ta 1 regi Oil 6. Evaluation of 8. Energy available 11. UOEAC, ECCAS 
Kdbi, raw 1111t1ri a 1 
C1111eroon reserves and 9. E•isting infrastructure 

preparation of ts adequate 
feasibility study 

PRIORITY: Long-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

arrang11111nt1 already made and 
13. Total type of participation sought by 

investment 111111b1r States 

12. To be dttennintd 14. After evaluation of re11rv11 and 
in the feasibility c0111pletton of the feasibility 
study study, ftnanctny will ~e sought 

before project 1 continued. 
13. To be d1t1nnin1d Pr1li11inary drilling of deposits 

In tht feasibility has already bttn done. 
study 

_, _, 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 33 PRIORITY: Long-tenn 

SUBSECTOR: Building materials SUBREGION: Central Africa 

l. Project title: Establishment of a c1r&111ics factory, C&111eroon 

2. Objective: To produce cer&111ics articl•s, particularly tiles, bidets, wash-hand basins 

3. Promoter/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 12. Capacity 14. Additional infonnation 

sponsor status dtt'l'land by by product including collaboration 
8. Energy product arrang1111ents already made and 

4. Location 6. l!lllledi ate 13. Total type of partic\pation sought by 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market investment m1111b1r States 

3. Govern11ent s. Pre-feasibility 7. Local raw materials: 10. To be determined 12. To be detennin1d 14. After evaluation of reserves and 

of Cuieroon/ study underway using syenitic nepheline by the study in the feasibility completion of the feasibility 

SNI along with the at Eboudja underway study study currently carried out by 
evaluation of 

SNI, UNIOO's assistance will 

4. Douala region raw materials 8. Energy available 11. To bv d1t1nnin1d 13. To be determined be requested to finance th• 

Cuieroon by the study in the feasibility elaboration of the full feasi-
6. Search for finan- 9. Existing infrastructure underway. study bility study; pr01110tion of the 

cing and trai- is adequate project, any financing and 

ning of national investment sources: and the trai- -..J 

experts 
ning of national 1xp1rt1/techni- 0: 

chns. 



PROJECT PROFILE NO. 34 

SUBSECTOR: Metallurgical industry 

1. Project title: Integrated development of the 
aluminium industry, Caineroon/UDEAC/ECCAS 

2. Objective: To explcit the Hini-illartap bauxite reserves 
in Cameroon for the manufacture of aluminium 
products which are currently imported 

3. Pr0111oter/ 
- - spoMor - -

4. Loc&tion 

3. Government of 
C&meroon/ 
UDEAC/ECCAS 

4. Hin;-«iartap 
(Caine roon) 

5. Project 
status 

6. Innediate 
follow-up 

5. Feasibility 
study completed 

1. Raw materials 

8. Entrgy 

9. Physical infrastructure 

1. The Hini-illartap 
bauxite reserves 
are estimated at 
800 million tons with 
an aluminium oxide 
content of 35 per cent 

6. Establishment of 8. Power to be 
a financial developed 
systetn and start-
up of operations 

9. Physical infrastructure 
to be developed 

10. Projected 
demand by 
product 

11. Harket 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

PRIORITY: Long-term 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

14. Additional information 
including collaboration 
arrangements already made and 
type of participation sought by 
member Stat•• 

10. To be ascertained 12. To be ascertained 14. Ex~loitation of the Hinl-martap 
reserves will need above 111 the 
development of access routes, 
energy and physical Infra
structures. The Government Is now 
looking for funds from abroad In 
order to undertake the work, which 
ts a pre-requisite for Implementing 
the project. 

11. Subregional 
market 

13. To be ascertained 

.... 
-0 
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P~OJECT PROFILE ~ 35 

SUBS ECTOR: Metallurgical industry 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Centra1 Africa 

1. Pr~ject titlt: Int~grated development of tne iron and steel industry in Central Africa, ECCAS 

~-Objective: To reactivate the Haluku steel mill, thus p~nnitting the production of 
r(ds, merchant products and flat and galvanized sheeting with the 
aim ~f su~olying the subregional market, after which the mill could 
fonn •nucleus for the develonment of an integrated Iron and steel industry 

3. Pro.-ncter/ 
sponsor 

4. location 

3. Government of 
Zaire 

4. Maluku 
( Zili re) 

5. Project 
status 

6. Innediate 
follow-up 

5. Rehabilitatio~ 
study Nde by 
UNIOO 

~.(a) R~;~onse of 
t~e Government 
of Z.;,.1re to the 
reccmmenciations 
of the study; 
(b) Funding of 
tt-e first phase 
(1989-1991) 
to attain 
production of 
25,000 t/y, as 
r;!COll'lllended by 
the study 

7. Ra~ materials 10. Projected 
demand by 

8. Energy product 

9. P~ysical infrastructure 11. Market 

7. Scrap metal is available 
locally in limited quan
tities, but the sub
region possesses major 
reserves of iron ore and 
other meta ls 

8. Power available 

9. Physical infrastructure 
available 

10. 419,000 tons of 
steel by 1990 for 
the subregion 

11 . Sub reg i ona 1 
market 

12. Capacity 
by product 

13. Total 
investment 

12. 250,000 t/y, Of 
'ofhich 150,000 t/y 
are cold ~roducts 
and 100,000 t/y 
hot products 

13. In the fl rst 
phase, $1 million 
~~ cover the import 
of refractories 
and other inter
mediate commodi-

14. Additiona1 infonnation 
including co11aboration 
arrangttnents already made and 
type of participation sought by 
member States 

14. (a) The working capita1 of 
$1 mi11ion needed to ensure an out-· 
put of 7,500 tons in 1989 must be 
contribut•d by the Government or 
a private investor; 
(b) In order to attain maximum 
production, United Nations assis
tance will be needed in preparing 
nogotiablt portfolios and providing 
training in technica1 and financial 
control. 

ties needed to produce 
7,500 tin 1989 

00 
0 



PPOJfCT ?ROFILE NO. 36 

SUBSECTOR: Heta11urg;ca1 i~dustry 

1. PrJject title: fxpansion of a t;n ph"t• Rwanda 

Z. Oojective: To process locally tin ore that is currently 
exported in unprocessed ~orm 

3. Pr0111oter/ S. Proj,ct 7. Raw 111a~er;a1s 
sponsor status 

4. L~~~tion 6. hmedhte 
8. Energy 

fo11o-up 9. Phys1ca1 infrastructure 

3. GovernPnent 5. Creation of a 7. Cassiterite deposits 
of Rw.indl 111ining trust and estl~ated at 65,000 tons 

renewal of in Rwanda and 200,000 
mining activities tons in Zaire 

4. Kigali 6. (a) Achieve a 8. Energy available 
(Rwanda) threshold o~ 

1,000 t/y of 9. Infrastructure exists 
cassiterite, thus since the p~ant operated 
enabling the until 1985, the year in 
foundry to resUtne which the fall of the 
operation world tin prices had en-
{b) Feu1bHity tailed the bancrupcy of 
study for re- SOMIRWA. 
opening the pl!nt 

10. Projectvd 
demand by 
produ~t 

11. Market 

10. To be determined 

11. International 
market outside 
Africa 

PRIORITY: Short-tenn 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

12. Capac Hy 14. Additional information 
by product including collaboration 

arrangements already made and 
13. Total type of participation sought by 

investment 1111111ber States 

12. 3,000 t/y of tin 14. (a) Rwanda is establishing a com-
pany for the exploitation of re-
sources to replace SOMIRWA, as well 
as a co-operative representing all 
111inlng COlllP&nies (COOPIHAR); 

13. To be detennlned (b) Negotiations are underway with 
as part of resump- Zaire on the processin~ of 
tion of the c111lterlte frOlll Zaire in the plant 
plant's activities In Rwanda. ce 



PR~lECT PQOFILE NC. ~7 

SUBSECTOR: Metallurgical industry 

1. Project title: Integrated development of the iron and steel industry, Cameroon/UDEAC 

2. Objective: To produc• steel bars for the Centra'1 African subregion 

3. Pr0111oter/ S. Project 7. Raw materials 10. Projected 
spon~or status demand by 

8. Energy product 
4. Local ion 6. Innediate 

follo-up 9. Physical infrastructure 11. Market 

3. Govern111ent S. Pre-feasibility 7. Iron deposits at Kribi 10. 50,000 t 
of Cuieroon/ study coinpleted 
UDE•C 

4. Kdbi and 6. Elaboration of 8. Essentially available 11. UDEAC countries 
Edea, Caineroon full feasibili~y 

studies 9. Edea/Kribi road under 
completion. 4km by-road 
to be envisaged. 

PRIORITY: Long-t•"" 

SUBREGION: C•ntral Africa 

12. Capacity 14. Additional info""ation 
by product including collaboration 

13. Total 
arran99111•nt1 alr•~dy mad• and 
type of parttctpatton sought by 

investment 1119111b•r StatH 

12. 50,000 t 14. Following the completion of the 
pr•-f•asibility study by 8razi1ian 
1xp1rt1, the Cameroon authoriti•s 
ar• pr•11ntly lookin' for funds 
to financ• dttail•d easibllity 

13. To b• d•ter.nintd studies whic~ will include labor&-
by the feasibility tory t11ts, pr•-•ngin•ering 
r.tudy studios, •tc. which ar• r•lativ•ly 

.xp•nsiv•. 0: 

'" 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE NO. S.l 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Pro1ect title: 

2. Ob1ective: 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

UDEAC 

4. Location: 

Assistance to the Central African Customs and Eccnomic 
Union ruoEAC) 

To upgrade the resources of the Secretariat and member 
States of UDEAC relating to the plllillling, programming, 
establishment, evaluation and promotion of community 
industries 

UDEAC Secretariat, Bangui, Central African Republic 

5. £§timated LOtal cost: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: extension of assistance provided by UNIDO and 
UNCTAD to enable UDEAC and member States to promote subregional industrial 
co-operation; 

(b) Duration: three years. 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE NO. S.2 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Other support projects 

1. Pro1ect title: Assistance to the CeLtral African Republic in the 
development of an integrated aeat-processing industry 

2. Obiective: To ensure that integrated development of the different 
stages of meat production and processing, including 
slaughterhouse, tannery, meat packing tlant and dairy 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Central African Republic/UDEAC 

4. Location: 

Bangui, CentraJ African Republic 

5. Estimated total cost: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a/ Immediate objectives: to evaluate the needs of the UDEAC countries and 
devise an integrated programme covering projects to be implemented in the countries 
of the subregion; 

(b) Duration: three years. 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE NO. S.3 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Pro1ect title: 

2. Obiective: 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

CEPGL 

4. Location: 

Assistance to the Economic Co111DUDity of the Great Lakes 
Countries (CEPGL) 

To assist the Secretariat and member countries of CEPGL to 
upgrade their capabilities in planning, programming, 
establishmeut, evaluation and promotic~ of coDUDunity 
industries 

CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi, Rwanda 

5. Estimated total cost: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a) IDDDediate objectives: (i) to study the establishment of a commercial 
documentation and information service; (ii) to evaluate the fish resources of the 
Great Lakes of the subregion and their evolution; (iii) to devise a progranune of 
action permitting the co-ordinated development of a transport network on Lakes Kivu 
and Tanganyika anJ elsewhere, together with the creation of a joint airline for the 
CEPGL countries; 

(b) Duration: !our years. 
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SUPPORT PROJF-CT PROFILE NO. S.4 

SUBREGION: Central Afric~ 

SUBSECTOR: Other support projects 

1. Proiect title: Development of peat resources (CEPGL) 

2. Obiective: To prepare a aap shoving the peat bogs in the subregion 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

CEPGL 

4. Location: 

CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi, Rwanda 

5. Estimated total cost: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: on the basis of the study on the potential of the 
peat bogs in the subreg!on, to draw up a map 3hoving their location; 

(b) Duration: three years. 
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SUPP~RT PROJECT PROFILE NO. S.5 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Proiect title: 

2. Obiective: 

Feasibility study on the manufacture of railway equipment 
in the Central African subregion (UAR) 

To determine the type of equipment that the subregion is 
able to manufacture so as to reduce its dependence on 
foreign markets and promote the ~~ilvay equipment industry 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Union of African Railways (UAR) 

4. Location: 

The study covers the countries of the subregion 

5. Estimated total cost: 

$500,000 

6. Proiect description and additionai information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: to undertake a study to determine the type of 
equipment and spare parts that the subregion is in a position to manufacture and to 
work out a development programme for the railway equipment industry; 

(b) Duration: one year. 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE RO. S.6 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Other support projects 

1. Proiect title: 

2. Obiective: 

Assistance to the Economic C0111111unity of Central African 
States (ECCAS) 

To draw up an industrial development master plan in the 
subregion based on subsectoral plans and branch studies for 
such priority industries as iron and steel, p~sticides and 
fertilizers, petrochemicals, and building materials, 
~specially cement and wood 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) 

4. Location: 

ECCAS Secretariat, Libreville (Gabon) 

5. Estimated total co~t: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional infounation: 

(a) Immediate objectives: (i) to undertake the studies needed to promote 
co-operation between member States in the iron and steel sector; (ii) to draw up 
an industrial development master plan, placing particular emphasis on the 
integrated development of the iron and steel industry and the related metallurgical 
industries; ~:.e pesticides and fertilizer industries; petrochemical industry, the 
building materials industry, especially cement, and the wood-processing industry. 

(b) Duration: two years 



• 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE Ro. S.7 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Proiect title: 

2. Ob1ective: 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

!STA 

4. Location: 

Assistance to the Higher Institute of Appropriate 
Technologies (ISTA) 

To provide training and further study for senior personnel 
in the area of project development studies 

!STA Headquarters, Libreville, Gabon 

S. Estimated total cost: 

$1,514,500 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: (i) Assistance in the establishment of a system of 
training and fu:ther stud~ in the areas of planning, development and project 
evaluation; (ii) Assistance in the performance of sectoral studies, project 
studies and other studies; 

(b) Duration: two years and nine months. 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE Ro. S.8 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Instit~tional ~nfrastructure 

1. Pro1ect title: 

2. Obiective: 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

AIPO 

4. Location: 

AIPO Headquarters 

Assistance to the African Intellectual Property 
Organization (AIPO) 

To enhance the resources of AIPO and Member States in order 
to promote industrial property as a technological component 
of industrial activities and in research and development in 
African States 

5. Estimated total cost: 

To be determined 

6. Proiect description and additional informatio~: 

(a) Immediate objectives: (i) To identify the technical areas in relation to 
the development of stra:egic industrial sectors; (ii) To increase the awareness of 
economists and train them in the area of industrial property and feasibility 
studies as applied to national industrial projects; (iii) To use scientific and 
technical information contained in documentation in support of the activities of 
research workers, small and medium-sized industries and local administrations; 

(b) Duration: five years. 

• 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE NO. S.9 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

l. Proiect title: 

2. Ob1ective: 

Multisectoral assistance to the Economic Community of the 
Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) 

(i) To undertake pre-investment and investment studies in 
the priority sectors; (ii) to equip the !RAZ laboratory 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Economic Comnnmity of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) 

4. Location: 

CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi, Rwanda 

5. Estimated total cost: 

$2.8 million 

6. Project jescription and auditional information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: (i) to undertake pre-investment and investment 
studies in the following priority sectors: agriculture and food, industry, energy, 
transport and communication, trade and finance, and human resource development; 
(ii) to equip the IRAZ laboratory so as to ~nable it to complete its dual mission 
of research and the co-ordination of agronomic and stock-breeding research in the 
Community; 

(b) Implementation of this project will enable CEPGL to have financial 
studies at their disposal which could pave the way for investment in priority 
sectors, such as agriculture and food, energy, transport and communication, trade 
and finance, and human resource development; 

(c) Duration: three years. 

(d) Additional information: The support for the project had been requested 
by UNDP, but its reaction was not yet know. 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE RO. S.10 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Pro1ect title: 

2. Obiective: 

Promotion of small-scale agro-food technologies 

(i) To design and construct equipment suited to the needs of 
the population and train craftsmen able to manufacture the 
equipment with locally available material; (ii) To increase 
awareness of the ~ethnologies so developed; 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Government of Burundi 

4. Location: 

Bujumbura, Burundi 

5. Estimated total cost: 

$1,3~5,190 (UNDP co~tribution), 43,400,000 FBU (contribution by 
Government ~f Burundi). 

6. Pro1ect description and additional information: 

(a) Immediate objectives: The project vas initially called "Promotion of 
agricultural production by the processing of glass products and 
introduction of animal traction", the first objective of which was to 
study and define the needs of users in post-harvest technologies, as 
applied to rice and cassava, and the qualitative requirements for 
finished products. 

This second phase is aimed, first and foremost, at the design and 
construction of equipment suited to the needs of the population of the 
subregion; training of craftsmen in the manufacture of the above 
equipment with locally available material; and to promote the local use 
of the technologies so developed. Emphasis would, thus be accorded to 
training and upgrading national capabilities in the development and 
promotion of imp~oved processing technologi~s for glass products. The 
feasibility of setting up a national centre for animal traction and small 
agricultural ~achinery will also be studied. 

(b) Duration: three years. 



• 
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SUPPORT PROJECT PROFILE RO. S.11 

SUBREGION: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. Pro1ect title: 

2. Ob1e;tive: 

3. Promoter/sponsor: 

Assistance to the Higher Rational School for the Agro-Food 
Industries (ERSIAAC), Caaeroon 

To assist ERSIAAC in purchasing additional scientific 
equipment so as to upgrade the school's capacity and make it 
a subregional centre of excellence in the area of the 
agro-industries 

Government of Cameroon 

4. Location: 

Rgaoundere, Cameroon 

5. Estimated total cost: 

600 million FCFA 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

(a) ENSIAAC is a bilingual institution (French and English) placed under the 
authority of the Ministry of Higher Education, Computer Sciences and Technical 
Research. It trains technicians and engineers. The school bas a teaching and 
research staff of 70 members, 38 of vhom are expatriates. The total number of 
students for 1989/90 vas 415. It makes prototypes and carries out tests on food 
preservation. ERSIAAC has established close relations with industries vhich offer 
practical training to its students. It also offers continuous training to 
industrial employees, and even in industrial research projtcts. 

(b) Suitable equipment baa been provided by the Government and the school is 
already operating as a centre of excellence. 

(c) I1maediate objective: To upgraded the school ao aa to improve and 
diversify its training progr1D111e. Technical assistance will be required for this 
purpose. 
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SUPfORT PROJECT PROFILE RO. S.12 

SUt.REGIOR: Central Africa 

SUBSECTOR: Institutional infrastructure 

1. 

2. 

Pro1ect title: 

Ob1ective: 

latablisbaent of a school for aeological and mining studi~s, 
Cameroon 

To establish a school for aeologlcal and mining studies 

3. Proaoter/spousor: 

Government of Cameroon 

4. Location: 

Bgaoundere, Cameroon 

5. Estimated total cost: 

7,000 million FCFA 

6. Proiect description and additional information: 

Feasibility study on a school for geological and mining studies based on 
pedagogical facilities already existing on ~he campus of the RgaolDldere University 
Centre. This school, like the Rational Higher School for Agro-Food Industries 
{ERSIAAC), would be expected to become a centre of excellence in the subregion and 
could cover the needs of neighbouring COlDltries. It is expected that the school 
will be located in RgaolDldere due to the rich and varied soil and subsoil 
conditions of the area. 




